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APPENDIX C: - SOLUTIONS FOR A SINGLE WEDGE CONFIGURATION . . . . C-1
INTRODUCTION
To determine the complete convective heat-transfer distribution
for configurations flying at hypersonic speeds, one must consider the
viscous:inviscid interactions associated with the complex three-dimen-
sional flow fields. Because of the complexity of the viscous: inviscid
interaction phenomena, many investigators have studied the locally per-
turbed flow fields using models consisting of basic elemental combinations.
By varying the relative position of shock-generating elements, Edney ob-
served that there are six basic shock-interference patterns. Hains and
Keyes
2 have categorized shock-interference patterns obtained for a
variety of space-shuttle configurations in terms of the models by Edney.
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Bertin, et al. , examined surface-pressure and heat-traTsfer-rate
data for a variety of shuttle-orbiter configurations over an angle-of-
attack range from 0° to 600. It was found that the "type" of shock-inter-
ference pattern was dominated by the leading-edge effective sweep angle.
For the relatively low sweep angles of the straight-wing orbiters, the
interaction between the bow-generated shock-wave and the wing-generated
shock-wave was a "Type V" shock-interference pattern. For the delta-wing
orbiters, the shock:shock interaction exhibited the characteristics of a
"Type VI" pattern for all alphas.
Theoretical calculations4' 5 of the inviscid shock-interaction flow-
field, coupled with empirically derived surface-pressure:heat-transfer
correlations of the viscous interaction phenomena, indicate that the local
increases in heat transfer and in surface pressure associated with the
Type IV and with the Type V interactions become markedly more severe as
y decreases. Since the current shuttle entry-configurations have highly
swept wings, the present investigation was undertaken to determine the
effect of the gas-property model on the Type VI shock-interference pattern.
1
2Numerical codes were developed to calculate the two-dimensional flow field
which results when supersonic flow encounters double wedge configurations
whose angles are such that a Type VI pattern occurs. The flow-field
model included the shock-interaction phenomena observed in ref. 3 for a
delta-wing orbiter. Two numerical codes were developed: one which used the
perfect gas relations and a second which incorporated a Mollier table to
define equilibrium air properties. The two codes were used to generate
theoretical surface-pressure and heat-transfer distributions for velo-
cities from 1167 m/sec (3821 ft/sec), i.e., a wind-tunnel condition, to
7610 m/sec (25,000 ft/sec), i.e., an entry condition.
NOMENCLATURE
a - speed of sound
Cp - pressure coefficientP
dn pressure gradient normal to surfacedn
f" - velocity gradient function
g' - stagnation enthalpy gradient function
h - static enthalpy
H - stagnation enthalpy
M - Mach number
n - transformed n-coordinate
P - pressure
Pr - Prandtl number
- heat-transfer rate
qt ref - heat-transfer rate to reference sphere
r - radius of cross-section for a body of revolution
R - radius of reference sphere
Re - Reynolds number based on local properties and wetted length
x
R - gas constantgas
S - wetted distance along wing leading-edge, also entropy
T - static temperature
T - recovery temperature
r
U - streamwise velocity (capital letter denotes free-stream velocity)
X - axial coordinate
a - transformation parameter
y - ratio of specific heats
6 - initial turning angle
n - transformed y-coordinate
3
- shock angle
- sweep angle (see Fig. 1)
- complement of sweep angle (see Fig. 1)
- viscosity
- Prandtl-l1eyer angle










evaluated at the boundary layer edge
evaluated in the expansion fan
evaluated in the free-stream region
normal to shock wave
stagnation condition
stagnation condition in region 2















The complex flow field, which is established when a high-speed
flow encounters a double-wedge configuration, is dominated by a
shock-interaction region which imposes a highly non-uniform flow field
adjacent to the wedge boundary layer. If the two wedge angles are
not too large, the shock waves associated with the flow deflection
are attached. The shock-interference pattern which results for this
case has been designated by Edney as a Type VI pattern. For the
computer code developed in the present study, it was assumed that
the Type VI shock-interference pattern for a double wedge configuration
(as shown in Fig. 1) includes:
1) the undisturbed free-stream flow,
2) the flow turned through the angle 6 by a single shock wave,
3) the flow turned through the angle As by two shock waves,
4) the flow processed by the right-running waves of the expansion
fan which are centered at the intersection of the two shock
waves,
5) the flow which passes through the left-running waves produced
by the reflection of the waves of the expansion fan, and
6) the flow turned through the angle A by a single shock wave.
The flow near the juncture of the two wedges, i.e., in region 3, has
passed through two shock waves. Further outboard on the downstream
wedge, i.e., in region 6, the flow has passed through a single
shock wave and is, therefore, at a lower pressure than that in region
3. Thus, although the flow directions are the same, the gas must
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6undergo an expansion from the root region to equalize the pressure.
The flow accelerates isentropically through the expansion regions
so that the pressure and the flow direction in region 5E are identical
to the values for region 6. The current study is concerned with the
shock-interaction flow-field phenomena, which directly influence the
wedge surface flow properties (i.e., pressure, shear, and heat trans-
fer). Therefore, the flow-field properties along the wall were cal-
culated including the interactions between the right-running and left-
running waves in the numerical code. However, no attempt was made to
model the shear layer which develops between the shock wave and the
expanding flow, since this shear layer does not interact with the
wedge surface for the two-dimensional Type VI interaction.
Perfect-gas code. - The first steps were the calculation of the flow
conditions downstream of an oblique shock for a given flow-deflection
angle and for a given gamma, i.e., in regions 2, 3, and 6. The
flow conditions in region 5E could then be calculated, since the
static pressure in region 5E is equal to the static pressure in
region 6 and, under the isentropic-expansion assumption, the stagnation
pressure in region 5E is equal to the stagnation pressure in region
3. The expansion process by which the gas accelerates from region 3
to region 5E was divided into ten equal steps. To satisfy the physical
boundary condition that the flow in region 5E be parallel to the wall,
the total change in the Prandtl-Meyer angle was divided into ten
equal parts: the five right-running waves of region 4 and the five
reflected waves constituting region 5. The governing equations for
these calculations are summarized in ref. 6. Having defined the
7inviscid flow-field and, hence, the conditions at the edge of the
boundary layer, the heat-transfer distribution along the downstream
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wedge was calculated using the Eckert-reference-temperature technique 
For the wind-tunnel flow-condition, where the perfect gas relations
accurately describe the gas behavior, the Eckert-reference-temperature
heating rates compared favorably with the values obtained using the
nonsimilar boundary-layer code described below. Due to the simplicity
of the Eckert method, it was used with the perfect-gas calculations.
The boundary-layer of the downstream wedge was assumed to originate at
the intersection of the two wedges (point 0 in Fig. 1).
One way of approximating the high-temperature, or real-gas, pro-
perties of air is to use lower values of gamma in the perfect-gas rela-
tions. Therefore, the equations for the perfect-gas code have been
written so that one can input one value of gamma for regions 1 and 2,
another gamma for regions 3 through 5E, and a third value for region 6.
Thus, one can "account for" the varying shock strengths. The perfect-
gas code was used to generate three "different"' types of solution. For
the present paper, these types of solution are referred to as:
(a) "perfect-gas" solution for which y = 1.400 throughout the
flow field,
(b) "constant-gamma" solution for which y = 1.200 thoughout the
flow field,
(c) "variable-gamma" solution for which different values of gamma
were assigned to the three input gamma parameters. (The
required values were obtained from the real-gas solutions.)
To be consistent in the perfect-gas assumption, the specific heat
of air was held constant both for the constant-gamma and the variable-
gamma solution. Sutherland's relation6 was used to calculate the viscosity.
8Assuming the Prandtl number to be 0.7 uniquely determined the thermal
conductivity.
Real-gas code. - Philosophically, the calculation procedure for the
shock-interaction pattern using the real-gas code was similar to that
described for the perfect-gas code. However, to account for the high-
temperature, or "real-gas", effects all thermodynamic properties are
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evaluated using numerical charts for air in chemical equilibrium
Reference 9 was used to define the temperature dependence of the
transport properties of equilibrium air, i.e., viscosity, thermal con-
ductivity, and specific heat. Once the oblique shock relations have
been used to define the static pressure and the entropy for the two end
regions, the expansion from region 3 to region 5E is divided into ten
equal steps. The flow conditions in the intermediate regions of the
isentropic expansion are calculated using the relations of ref. 10.
The relations require the static enthalpy and the local speed of sound
for the intermediate regions, which are evaluated using the tables for
the equilibrium air8.
The heat-transfer distribution along the downstream wedge is cal-
culated using a nonsimilar boundary-layer codel , which was modified so
that the thermodynamic properties for the viscous flow would also be
calculated using ref. 8. In addition to accounting for the "real-gas"
effects, the effect of the acceleration of the inviscid flow is included
in the nonsimilar code. As before, the boundary layer is assumed to
originate at the junction of the two wedges.
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The objective of the current analytical investigation was to
determine how to apply the shock-interference data obtained in the
wind tunnel to the reentry of a shuttle orbiter. For simplicity,
the numerical code was restricted to a two-dimensional flow model with
the second, or downstream, wedge representing the wing leading edge.
The initial deflection angle 6 was 5 for all solutions. This value
was chosen, because the shock standoff distance in the vicinity of
the wing leading-edge correlated reasonably well with the bow-wave
trace observed in wind tunnel tests. The deflection angle A of
s
the downstream wedge was varied from 250 to 630, which corresponds
to leading-edge sweep angles from 650 to 270. The dimensions of the
0.009 scale orbiter tested in Tunnel B of AEDC were used to define
the characteristic lengths of the wedges.
For this study, numerical solutions were generated to determine
the effect of gas properties on the flow field and of the wall temperature
on the heat transfer in the region where the Type VI shock-interaction
influenced the "wing leading-edge". Flow-field solutions were
generated for three free-stream conditions.
1) a wind tunnel condition where
U = 1167 m/sec, P = 2.98 mmHg, T = 530 K
(U = 3821 ft/sec, P = 0.057 psia, T = 950 R)
2) an orbiter entry condition where
U1 = 4330 m/sec, PO = 0.333 mmHg, Tc = 2730°K
(U = 14,200 ft/sec, P. = 0.0064 psia, T. = 4910 R)
9
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3) an orbiter entry condition where
U = 7610 m/sec, P. = 0.0268 mmHg, T = 1950K
(U = 25,000 ft/sec, P. = 0.00052 psia, T. = 3520 R).
Solutions were obtained using both the perfect-gas code and the real-gas
code at all flow conditions. In addition, the variable-gamma option was
used to generate solutions for flow conditions 2 and 3. Heat-transfer
distributions along the downstream wedge were obtained for all three free-
stream conditions for a wall temperature T of 3940°K (7100R) and for the
w
two entry conditions for a T of 16400K (29600 R).w
The effect of the gas properties on the calculated geometry of the
Type VI shock-interference pattern is illustrated in Fig. 2. The output
from the real-gas solutions was used to define the gamma distribution
for input for the variable-gamma solution. Thus, 1 = Y2 = 1.400,
Y3 = Y4 = Y5 = 1.214, while Y6 = 1.163. The geometry for the variable-
gamma solution compares favorably with the real-gas geometry. The region
where the leading edge is influenced by the shock interaction is essen-
tially the same for these two solutions. The shock layer is thicker for
the real-gas solution. For these deflection angles, the location and
the extent of the surface affected by the expansion fan differs little
between the perfect-gas solution and the real-gas solution. This sim-
ilarity exists even though, in region 3, y is 1.214 for the real-gas
solution and is, of course, 1.4000 for the perfect-gas solution. How-
ever, because the density ratio across a shock wave is higher when the
real-gas properties are accounted for, the shock layer along the wing
leading-edge is markedly thinner for the real-gas solution.
The pressure distributions along the leading edge of a 600 sweep
"wing" are presented in Fig. 3 for the entry velocity of 4330 m/sec.
So that the pressure variations could be seen more clearly, the scale
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has been greatly expanded for the region where the expansion fan impinges
on the "wing leading-edge". The vertical marks in Fig. 3 indicate the
various regions of the field, using the same legend as the theoretical
distributions.
As noted in Fig. 2, the interaction-perturbed region for the perfect-
gas solution is inboard relative to the real-gas solution, although the
locations differ only slightly. However, for a given region, the perfect-
gas surface-pressure correlates quite well with the real-gas value (Fig.
3a), with the perfect-gas solution yielding a slightly higher pressure.
Over the range of the free-stream conditions of the present study, the
perfect-gas surface-pressure in a given region of the flow field was
within 10% of the real-gas value. As noted in Fig. 2, the locations of
the interaction-perturbed regions for the real-gas solution and for the
variable-gamma solution are in close agreement. However, the pressures
for the variable-gamma solution are significantly lower than the real-
gas solution. The discrepancy between the real-gas and the variable-
gamma values of surface pressure in a given region typically varied from
15% to 25%.
The heat-transfer distributions along the wing leading-edge are
presented in Fig. 4 for the entry velocity of 4330 m/sec. The
local heat-transfer rate has been divided by the stagnation-point
heating ratel2 for a reference sphere, whose radius was chosen to be
0.0027m and which is at the same temperature as the wedge surface.
The dimensionless heat-transfer parameter q/qt,ref (or, since the
wall temperatures are equal, the equivalent ratio of heat-transfer
coefficients) is commonly used in shuttle application. Heat-transfer
distributions were calculated for wall temperatures of 3940K and of
16400K.
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The dimensionless heat-transfer distributions computed using the
real-gas code are compared with the perfect-gas solutions and the var-
iable-gamma solutions in Figs. 4a and 4b, respectively. The wall-
temperature variation had little effect on the heat transfer. The heat-
transfer distributions for the variable-gamma solution correlate closely
with the real-gas heat-transfer distributions. The difference in the lo-
cation of the interaction-perturbed region contributes to the only sign-
ificant difference between the perfect-gas heat-transfer and the real-gas
heating (and the difference is magnified by the expanded scale). However,
for engineering applications, both the perfect-gas distribution and the
variable gamma distribution are in satisfactory agreement with the real-
gas distribution. Similar correlations were found for the highest velo-
city solution. However, near the wing root, the difference between the
perfect-gas heat-transfer and the real-gas heating was slightly greater
at the highest velocity (i.e., condition 3 in Fig. 9).
The local increases in the real-gas heat-transfer distributions which
are evident at the beginning of each flow region are due to the local ac-
celeration of the inviscid flow. The waves of the expansion fan produce
a step-function decrease in pressure and a corresponding step-increase in
the local velocity at the edge of the boundary layer. Thus, the nonsimilar
boundary-layer solutions yield local increases in heating due to the local
velocity gradient. There are no locally severe heating rates, which could
cause design problems, indicated either in the real-gas solutions or in
the perfect-gas solutions. However, the flow model for the calculations
does not include imbedded shock waves or other three-dimensional flow
phenomena, which might occur near the wing-root fairing. Such flow
phenomena caused local increases in heating to delta-wing orbiter configura-
tions
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The location and the extent of the interaction-perturbed region of the
'wing leading-edge" for the real-gas solutions are presented in Fig. 5 as a
function of leading-edge sweep. The limits of the band represent the inter-
sections of the limits of the centered expansion fan, i.e., region 4 of Fig.
1, with the leading edge. The locations are presented as the distance from
the junction of the two wedges (S) divided by the radius of a reference
sphere (R, which is equal to 0.0027m). Calculated locations from the real-
gas solutions are presented for sweep angles from 600 down to the minimum
sweep angle for which a Type VI pattern exists. The minimum sweep angle
decreases as the free-stream velocity increases. For the higher velocity
entry-condition, the Type VI pattern is possible for sweep angles as low
as 270. The perturbed region moves inboard toward the wedge junction as the
velocity increases.
The effect of the free-stream velocity on the nondimensionalized heat-
transfer rate is indicated in Fig. 6. Calculations are presented for region
3 (upstream of the expansion fan) and for region 5E (downstream of the ex-
pansion fan). Since the interaction-perturbed region moves inboard as the
velocity increases, the point in region 3 is near the inboard edge of the
interaction region for the highest velocity. Correspondingly, the point of
region 5E is near the outboard edge for the lowest velocity. For both the
perfect-gas solutions and the real-gas solutions and for both wall tempera-
tures, the nondimensionalized heat-transfer rate increases significantly
with velocity. The dimensionless heating for the higher entry velocity is
roughly twice that for the wind-tunnel condition for region 3, somewhat less
for region 5E. This implies that one should not extrapolate wind-tunnel
data directly to flight conditions. Instead the wind-tunnel data should
be used to construct a viable model of the flow field. The flow-field
model can then be used to generate the required aerothermodynamic environ-
ment at the conditions of interest.
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The shock-interaction geometry, the surface-pressure distributions,
and the heat-transfer distributions are presented in Figs. 7, 8, and 9,
respectively, for the highest velocity condition (i.e., condition 3) with
a sweep angle of 60 . The correlations between the perfect-gas solution,
the variable-gamma solution, and the real-gas solution are similar to those
observed in the previous figures for the middle velocity condition.
As can be seen in Fig. 7, the interaction-perturbed regions are virtu-
ally the same for the variable-gamma solution and for the real-gas solution.
The location for the perfect-gas solution is only slightly inboard. The
shock layer for the real-gas solution is slightly thinner than that for the
variable-gamma solution and markedly thinner than that for the perfect-gas
solution.
The relations between the various solutions for the leading-edge
pressure-distributions obtained at the highest velocity correspond to those
noted for the middle velocity solutions. For a given region of the expansion
fan, the perfect-gas pressure is in reasonable agreement with the real-gas
value. The difference between the perfect-gas distribution and the real-gas
distribution is accentuated by the expanded scale of Fig. 8. Even though
the real-gas solution was used to specify the input values of gamma for the
variable-gamma solution, the variable-gamma pressures do not match the real-
gas values as well as the perfect-gas pressures.
As can be seen in Fig. 9, the wall-temperature variation has no signifi-
cant effect on the theoretical heat-transfer distributions. The variable-
gamma distribution closely follows the real-gas distribution. The differ-
ences between the perfect-gas heat-transfer and the real-gas heating are
greatest in regions 3 and 4AW, i.e., near the junction of the two wedges.
Downstream, the correlation between the real-gas solution and the other two
solutions is similar.
Theoretical solutions have been obtained for a variety of sweep angles.
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The solutions of the Type VI shock-interaction for flow condition 2 are pre-
sented in Figs. 10 through 12 with a sweep angle of 40 . These solutions
exhibit several interesting characteristics. For this flow condition, the
shock-interference pattern undergoes critical changes as the sweep angle
varies. No perfect-gas solution is presented. This is because, for this
wedge geometry, the perfect-gas relations require a Type V pattern. Even at
hypersonic speeds, perfect air can not turn through a single, linear shock
wave parallel to a 50° wedge . Also note that the curved shock region near
the reflected waves is not presented in Fig. 10a. This is because the numeri-
cal scheme used in the present real-gas code does not yield the continuously
curved shock required to turn the flow from the free-stream direction
parallel to the flow in region 4E. However, a solution still exists for
region 6 and, therefore, region 5E. Therefore, the shock-interference pattern
is still basically a Type VI pattern. The curved shock would, of course, be
produced in the actual flow. But since the velocity gradients and the pressure
gradients of curved streamlines are not modeled numerically in the current
code, the code outputs for this situation: curved shock not modeled". It
has been noted that the geometry for the variable-gamma solution is only
slightly different than the real-gas geometry. However, because of the differ-
ence, the complete variable-gamma geometry (within the assumptions of the
numerical code) is generated (Fig. 10b).
As was noted at the larger sweep angles, the variable-gamma pressure do
not correlate exceptionally well with the real-gas values (Fig. 11), but the
heat-transfer rates do correlate well (Fig. 12).
To simulate the large density changes which exist across a shock wave
in hypersonic flight, experimental investigators often make use of wind
tunnels for which the test gas has a relatively low value of gamma, e.g.,
ref. 13. Using tetrafluoromethane (CF4) as the test gas, the free-stream
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specific-heat ratio for the Langley facility varies from 1.17 to 1.31 at
Mach 6 (ref. 14). Therefore, theoretical solutions of the Type VI shock-
interference pattern for the double-wedge configuration with A = 600 have
been computed for a perfect gas with y = 1.2 throughout the flow-field.
These solutions are designated "constant-gamma" solutions.
The location of the interaction-perturbed region is presented in
Fig. 13 as a function of the free-stream velocity. Reviewing the legend:
(a) "perfect-gas" uses the perfect-gas relations with y = 1.400
throughout the flow field,
(b) "constant-gamma" uses the perfect-gas relations with y - 1.200
throughout the flow field,
(c) "variable-gamma" uses the perfect-gas relations with y1, y3, and
Y6 specified from the real-gas solution (y1 = Y2 and y3 = y4 = y5) ,
and
(d) "real-gas" uses the equilibrium air properties to describe the
gas behavior.
Since y for air is, in fact, essentially 1.4 throughout the flow field for
the lowest velocity considered, no variable-gamma solution was obtained for
this condition (i.e., condition 1). With the exception of the constant-
gamma solution, the various solutions provide similar locations of the
interaction-perturbed region over the velocity range considered. At the
higher velocities, the interaction-perturbed region is relatively inboard
for the constant-gamma solution. For a given geometry of the double-wedge
configuration, the location of the interaction-perturbed region is a func-
tion of the bow shock-wave angle (generated by the initial deflection), of
the leading-edge shock-wave angle (generated by the second deflection), and
of the Mach numbers in regions 3 and 4 (which determine the expansion waves).
The shock angle for y = 1.2 is nearer the surface than is the shock angle for
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y = 1.4. Thus, since the actual y is essentially unchanged for the first
deflection angle, the bow shock-wave for the constant-gamma solution inter-
sects the leading-edge shock nearer the root than is the case for the real-
gas solution or for the perfect-gas solution (which yield essentially
identical results). The low-velocity, constant-gamma solution for the in-
teraction region correlates with the other solutions because both the bow
shock angle and the leading-edge shock angle are relatively small causing
the shock: shock intersection to be relatively outboard.
The pressure distributions along the wing leading-edge are compared in
Fig. 14. For the wind-tunnel condition, i.e., condition 1, the perfect-gas
solution (y = 1.400 everywhere) yields flow conditions in regions 3 and 6
which are identical to the corresponding flow conditions computed using
the real-gas code. Differences occurred in the perfect-gas solution and
the real-gas solution for the local pressures and the interaction locations
of the expansion fan. Because regions 3 and 6 are identical and because
the differences between the two solutions are attributed to the difficulty
in using the Mollier charts at these low temperatures, the perfect-gas
solution with y = 1.400 (Fig. 14a) represents the actual flow. The con-
stant-gamma solution yields pressures which are significantly lower than
the other two solutions. As noted previously, the angles both for the
bow shock and the leading-edge shock are relatively small for y = 1.200
and, therefore, the interaction region matches that for the other two
solutions.
For the middle velocity condition (Fig. 14b), the shock-interaction
region for the constant-gamma solution is relatively inboard. It has been
established that the difference is due to the fact that the initial shock
wave is weak and, therefore, does not significantly alter gamma from its
actual free-stream value of 1.400. When comparing the pressure from a
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given region, the constant-gamma value is lower than the real-gas value by
approximately the same amount that the perfect-gas value is higher than the
real-gas value.
For condition 3 (Fig. 14c), the constant-gamma pressure in a given
region is in very good agreement with the perfect-gas pressure for that region.
For a given region, the real-gas solution yields pressures somewhat lower than
the two other solutions. Again, however, because the bow shock-wave generated
by the initial turning of the flow is much closer to the body when y = 1.200
than it is for the real-gas solution or for the perfect-gas solution, the
constant-gamma interaction region is markedly inboard.
The heat-transfer distributions for the leading-edge of a wing with
600 sweep are presented in Fig. 15. The constant-gamma solution is compared
with the perfect-gas and the real-gas solutions. Because the free-stream
values of temperature and of pressure were used to define the flow condition,
negative heat transfer, or cooling, existed when y = 1.200 for the wind-
tunnel flow condition. Thus, heat-transfer distributions are not presented for
the wind-tunnel condition. Heat-transfer distributions are presented for con-
ditions 2 and 3 in Figs. 15a and 15b, respectively. The comparisons between
the various theoretical solutions are similar for both flow conditions. The
differences in the heat-transfer distributions are due principally to the
differences in the locations of the interaction-perturbed regions. These
differences are greatest at the higher velocity. The perfect-gas solutions
(y = 1.400 throughout) compare more favorably with the real-gas heat-trans-
fer distributions than do the constant-gamma solutions (y = 1.200 throughout).
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Using a two-dimensional flow model of the Type VI shock-interaction
pattern, the aerothermodynamic environment has been calculated for a
"simulated" wing leading-edge of a delta-wing orbiter. Calculations have
been made for velocities from 1167 m/sec to 7610 m/sec for perfect-gas pro-
perties, for constant-gamma gas properties, for variable-gamma gas pro-
perties, and for real-gas properties. Based on the calculations of the
present study, the following conclusions are made.
1. Free-stream flight conditions were found to produce Type VI
interaction patterns for effective wing leading-edge sweep
angles as low as 27° , when the real-gas effects were considered.
2. Perfect-gas solutions for the flow geometry and the pressure
distribution were in good agreement with the real-gas solutions.
The use of effective gammas did not adequately represent real-
gas effects in the surface-pressure distribution.
3. The correlation between the perfect-gas solution and the real-
gas solution for the heat-transfer distribution was essentially
independent of the wall temperature, but depended on the free-
stream velocity. The heat-transfer distributions for the
variable-gamma solution correlated closely with the real-gas
heat-transfer distributions. No locally severe heating rates,
which would cause design problems, were found.
4. When the local heat-transfer rates were nondimensionalized
using a current shuttle design parameter, the dimensionless
heat transfer increased significantly with velocity. The in-
crease occurred both for the perfect gas solutions and for the
real-gas solutions and for both wall temperatures. Thus, one
19
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should not extrapolate wind-tunnel data directly to flight
conditions. Instead the wind-tunnel data should be used to
construct a realistic model for the flow-field, which can be
used to generate the required aerothermodynamic environment.
5. The shock-intersection geometry and its effect on the local
flow-field was found to be a complex function of gamma. The
interaction-perturbed region depends on the "bow" shock-wave
angle, the "leading-edge" shock-wave angle, and the expansion
wave angles (or, equivalently, the local Mach numbers). Al-
though gamma often had a significant effect on the locations
of the interaction-perturbed region, for a given flow condi-
tion, the location differences were never severe. This con-
sistent correlation occurred because the shock angle dis-
crepancies tended to be compensating in many cases and be-
cause the interaction occurred relatively near the wing root
so that significant differences in angle resulted in relative-
ly minor differences in length.
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As (=90 ° - A)
Figure 1. - Flow model of the Type VI shock-interference pattern for a double wedge.
/
/
Figure 2. - Calculated geometry of the Type VI shock-interference
pattern; U. = 4330 m/sec, PO = 0.333 mmHg, TX = 273 K, A = 60° .
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(a) Perfect-gas solution
Figure 2. - Continued.
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(b) Real-gas solution
Figure 2. - Concluded.
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(a) Real-gas compared with perfect gas
Figure 4. - The heat-transfer distributions for the wing leading edge;
U = 4330 m/sec, P. = 0.333 mmHg, T. = 2730 K, A = 600
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Figure 5. - The location and the extent of the interaction-perturbed region
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Figure 6. - The effect of free-stream velocity and of wall temperature on the leading-edge heat-transfer.
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Figure 6. - Continued.
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(c) Point in region 3, A = 480 (T = 3940 K only)
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Figure 7. - Calculated geometry of the Type VI shock-interference
pattern, U = 7610 m/sec, P. = 0.0268 mmHg, T. = 195 K, A = 60 .
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(a) Perfect-gas solution
Figure 7. - Continued.
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(b) Real-gas solution
Figure 7. - Concluded.
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(a) Real-gas compared with perfect-gas
Figure 8. - The pressure distributions for the wing leading-edge; U. = 7610 m/sec, P. = 0.0268 mmHg, T. = 195 K,
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(a) Real-gas compared with perfect-gas
Figure 9. - The heat-transfer distributions for the wing leading-edge; U. = 7610 m/sec, Po = 0.0268,mmHg,
T = 195 K, A= 60 .
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Figure 9. - Concluded.
Figure 10. - Calculated geometry of the Type VI shock-
interference pattern; U = 4330 m/sec, P = 0.0333mmHg,
T = 2730 K, A = 400.






Figure 10. - Concluded.
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(b) Variable-gamma Solution
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Figure 11. - A comparison of the real-gas and the variable-gamma pressure distribution for the wing
leading-edge; U = 4330 m/sec, P. = 0.333 mmHg, T - 2730 K, A = 400.
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Figure 12. - A comparison of the real-gas and the variable-gamma heat-transfer distributions for the
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Figure 13. - The location of the interaction-perturbed region on the
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(a) Condition 1: U = 1167 m/sec, P. = 2.98 mmHg, T = 530K
Figure 14. - The pressure-distribution along the wing leading-edge,
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Figure 15. - Concluded.
7.6
APPENDIX A. - GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF PERFECT GAS CODE
The general solution procedure for the perfect-gas code has been dis-
cussed previously. This section will provide a more detailed description
of the governing equations and their place in the numerical routine. Input
data for the perfect-gas code consists of the free-stream flow-field conditions
of region 1 and the model geometry. The procedure used to calculate flow
conditions in regions 2, 3, and 6 is to first call subroutine DELTAK, which
solves for the shock wave angle, and second to call subroutine PTHETA, which
calculates the flow conditions of regions 2, 3, and 6 using the computed shock
wave angle.
Flow-Field Conditions in Regions 2, 3, and 6. The subroutine DELTAK uses the
known turning angle 6 to calculate the shock wave angle 0 in the following
equation:
6 = tan 2 
Y+1)M1 
tan -1 t 11 
an 2(M2sin201) 
where the subscript 1 denotes conditions upstream of the shock. A half-
interval, iteration procedure is used to determine 0. The half-interval
method is started by assuming e to be an average between a lower limit,
which is equal to 6, and an upper limit, equal to 900. This average shock-
wave angle is used to calculate the corresponding 6 from equation (1). A
comparison is then made between the calculated 6 and the actual 6. If this
comparison is not within a prespecified tolerance (i.e., 0.0001 radians)
either the lower, or upper limit of 0, depending upon the comparison, is set
equal to the previous iteration's average value of 8. A new average value
of e is computed using the new limit, and the procedure is repeated until the
A-1
A-2
calculated 6 equals the actual 6 (within the prespecified tolerance). Once the
shock-wave angle has been determined the subroutine PTHETA uses this 0 to cal-
culate the pressure ratio by the following:
P2 2yM 12sin28 - (y-l)2 + (2)
P1 y+ 1
The subscript 2 denotes the conditions downstream of the shock. Thus, to solve
for the flow-field conditions in region 3, conditions in region 2 are actually
the conditions upstream of the shock, and conditions in region 3 are the con-
ditions downstream of the shock. The density ratio and temperature ratio are
then calculated as function of i as follows:
P2 = (y+l)S + (y-1) (3)
Pi (¥-1)E + (¥+l)
T2 (y-l)c + (y+l) ()
T2 (Y-1)A + (Y+1) (4)
T
1
~ (¥+1)5 + (y-l)
The Mach numbers of regions downstream of the shock wave are calculated from
the equation:
M12 E[(y+l) + (y-1)] - 2( 2-1) 1
M = (5)[(y-l) + (y+l)J




which, when combined with equation 2, yields the following relation for re-
gions 2 and 6:
4(M12sin 2-1)
Cp 2 (6b)
( +l) M 
The procedure to compute the stagnation conditions for regions 1,2, and
A-3
and 3 is to assume the flow decelerates isentropically to zero velocity. The
equation for calculating the stagnation pressure is:
Yi
P P. + M. -1 (7)
ti p [1 + 2- 2 i-
where these calculations are carried out for i = 1 (the free-stream), 2, and
3 (which serves as the stagnation pressure for the isentropic expansion).
Expansion Fan. The flow in region 3 is assumed to accelerate isentropically
to subregion 5E. Region 3 is uniquely determined, as described above. Since
the streamlines in the subregions from subregion 5E through region 6 are
straight and parallel to the surface, i.e., not curved,
dP
-- =0dn
Thus, the static pressure in region 5E is equal to the static pressure in
region 6, which is known. The isentropic assumption requires that the stag-
nation pressure in subregion 5E is equal to the stagnation pressure in region
3, which is known. Thus, the flow in subregion 5E is uniquely defined.
The flow field in the expansion fan is calculated in the subroutine
EXPAN and the locations of the intersection points of the right running and
left running waves of the fan are calculated by the subroutine INTRST. Since
the waves are assumed to be linear,the subroutine INTRST requires the know-
ledge of two initial points and the angle between these points to the point
of intersection. The intersection point can then be calculated using linear
relations. The required angles are the shear layer angles and the expansion
wave angles (i.e., Mach waves).
For the isentropic expansion from region 3 to region 5E, the Prandtl-
Meyer expansion equations are used. First, the Prandtl-Meyer angle v for
region 3 and for subregion 5E is calculated as follows:
v = tan
- 1 Y-1 (M2-lj - tan -1 g (8)F~Y~- 117 % Y+l
(When using the variable-gamma option of the perfect-gas code, v both for
region 3 and for subregion 5E is calculated using the gamma for region 3).
The difference between these two Prandtl-Meyer angles is divided into ten
equal parts to give the five waves in region 4 and the five waves in region
5. When crossing the right-running waves of the centered expansion fan,
the change in the Prandtl-Meyer function is related to the change in the
flow direction by
dv = de (9-a)
When crossing the left-running waves reflected from the wall,
dv = -de (9-b)
Thus, there is no net change in flow direction, satisfying the condition
that the flow in subregion 5E is parallel to the surface. The subroutine
EXPAN calculates the local Mach numbers of the expansion fan from which the
local pressures can then be calculated. The local Prandtl-Meyer angle is
calculated by adding one tenth of Av to the v for the previous region. Then
using equation (8), the local Mach number can be calculated using the half-
interval interation method. After all the local Mach numbers have been cal-









The surface pressures have been calculated for the interaction between
the right-running waves of the expansion fan (region 4) and the reflected
left-running waves (region 5). See Figure A-1. The flow in subregion 4A
is directed away from the surface by the angle O.lAv. The expansion of the
flow from 4A so that it is parallel to the surface in subregion 4AW is ac-
complished along right-running characteristics. Thus
v4 AW =v -(6 -e ) (11)
v4AW v4A 4AW - 84A)
A similar procedure is used for subregions 4BW, 4CW, and 4DW. Once the
Prandtl-Meyer functions for these subregions are known, the remaining pro-
perties are calculated using EXPAN.
Wing Leading-Edge Heat-Transfer-Rate Calculations. After the wall pressures
in regions 3, 4, and 5 have been found, the final step is to calculate the
heat-transfer rate on the "wing leading-edge" in these regions. The sub-
routine ERTQDOT calculates the desired heat-transfer rate. The technique
used to calculate the heat-transfer rate employs the Eckert's reference tem-
perature equation for a laminar boundary-layer, as follows:
0.332(Re )0.5 (Pr ) 0.333k* (T - T ) (x)- 5 (12)
x r w
This heat-transfer rate is divided by the reference stagnation-point heat-
transfer rate to give a non-dimensionalized heat-transfer for use in corre-
lation.
Calculation of the Stagnation Conditions Behind a Normal Shock and of the
Reference Heating. In addition, the stagnation pressure across a normal
A-6
shock wave (which of course does not exist in the flow-field) is calculated
for region 3 and for region 6 using the equation:
Y 1
Pt ¥+1 M12 y- l Y-lt2 = +l (13)
1 [ML -(y-l
with the proper subscription of pressures and Mach numbers. The stagnation




= T1 + M (14)l+-M1 (14)
These normal shock values of stagnation temperature and of stagnation pressure,
in region 6 are used to calculate the stagnation point heat-transfer rate to a
reference sphere.
The following equation is used:
At,ref 
=
0'64(pPt t (Pwpw) (CptTt - CpwTw) (Pr) (15)
where
] |2rgas Tt (16)
t
and the subscript t refers to stagnation temperature, the subscript w refers
to wall temperature, and R is the radius of the reference sphere.
Calculation of the Shock-Wave Angles and the Intersection Points of the
Shock Wave with the Expansion Fan. Once the flow in subregion 5E is defined,
the isentropic expansion flows inside of the shear layer in regions 4 and 5
is defined. It is not possible to match both the pressure and the flow direc-
tion across the "shear layer" which divides subregion 4ES, and subregion 4E
(and, sequentially, 5AS, 5A; 5BS, 5B; 5CS, 5C; and 5DS, 5D). The actual flow
A-7
in subregions 4ES through 5DS is believed to be more complex than the flow-
field model allows. The required pressure adjustment is assumed to be ac-
complished by the pressure gradient across curved streamlines:
dP pu (17)
dn r
For the flow conditions studied, the radius of curvature is very large, i.e.,
only slight streamline curvature is needed. The subroutines DELTAK and PTHETA
are used with the flow angle to generate approximate values of the shock-wave
angle and the flow conditions in the subregions between the shock wave and the
shear layer, i.e., subregions 4ES, 5AS, 5BS, 5CS, and 5DS. The intersection
of the shock wave and the left-running expansion wave is computed using the
subroutine INTRST. The expansion waves are assumed to be linear from their
intersection with the shock wave. Because the pressure decreases in the ex-
pansion fan subregions, the shock-wave inclination decreases for each sub-
sequent calculation. This results in the "curved" shock wave characteristic
of the Type VI pattern, when the reflected waves interact with the wing lead-
ing-edge shock (see Figure 1).
6Streamlines between the
wall and the shock wave
downstream of this re-
flected wave are paral-
lel and straight
dP
5DS (' ' dn = 0)
1 13
5BS / 1 5E
Flow between this shear
/ ~~~~4E ~~~layer and the wall is
;/ 4 4DW isentropic
-4CW
Appendix A: Figure 1. - Flow model for Type VI showing regions for which flow conditions were determined using
numerical codes
Input Cards
Card # 1 NC - number of cases
Card # 2 FSMACH - free-stream Mach number
PINF - free-stream pressure (lbf/ft 2)
TINF - free-stream temperature ( R)
LAMDAS - the deflection angle, i.e., complement
of sweep angle (0)
ft2
Card #3 RGAS - gas constant (1716 2 )
sec R
GAMMA - free-stream gamma (usually 1.4)
Card # 4 P2 - pressure in region 2 (lbf/ft2 )
(optional)
THETA - first shock wave angle (0)
(optional)
DELTA - angle of first wedge (0)
KTHETA - does not equal zero if DELTA, 6, is known, equals
zero if P2 or THETA, e, are known.
KNOWN - does not equal zero if DELTA, 6, is known, equals
zero if DELTA, 6,.is unknown.
Card # 5 TW - wall temperature (OR)
RN0SE - radius of reference sphere (ft.)
PRN0 - Prandtl number
Card # 6 CPO, CP1, CP2, CP3, CP4 - specific heat coefficients in the
equation
C =C + CplT + Cp2T + C T + C T BTU
PO p p2 p3 p4 slugOR
Card # 7 XO - x-coordinate of "nose" (ft.)
YO - y-coordinate of "nose" (ft.)
X30 - x-coordinate of wedge intersection point (ft.)
Y30 - y-coordinate of wedge intersection point (ft.)
Card # 8 GAMMA3 - gamma in region 3 (can be used to "simulate" real gas
effects)
GAMMA6 - gamma in region 6 (can be used to "simulate" real gas
effects)
Card # 9 VISSO, VISS1, VISS2, VISS3, VISS4 - viscosity coefficients in
the equation
2 T3 + T4 (T;lbf-sec
~ = 0 + ~1T + 2T +T 3 4 f- 
(Note: Since the Prandtl number for air is approximately 0.7 for most
temperatures and pressures,
K = p Cp/Pr
Cp and Pr are assumed constant for perfect air. Since p is accurately cal-
culated with the above polynomial, a reliable value for K is obtained).
PROGRAM SHOUINT (INPUTOUTPUT)
C
C *****THIS PHOGHAM WILL CALCULATE ShOCKWAVE TNTLRSECTIONS ANU THE
C FLOw FIELD CONDITIONS HEHIND THE sHOCKWAVES GIVEN FREE-
C STHEAM CONUITIONS*****
C




HEAD 1019 FSMACH9 PIF9 TINF9 LAMnAS
101 HORMAT(4E1Ie5)
HEAD 1029 HUAS, bAMMA
102 FORMAT(2EI,5)














IF(KNOWN.EW*O) GO TO 10
C










































































C *****FIND INTERSLCTION FOR THE FIRST EXPANSION wAVE*****
C













































































































C*****COMPUTING SHOCK WAVE ANGLES AND INTERSECTING POINTS OF REGIONS























































PRINT 205 HG(AS, GAMPA, UTSPH
2U5 lORMAT(llX,*HGAS =*,E12.St5X*#GAMMA =*tt120.bA9*QTSPR =*,E129eS//
1/)
PPIN' 206




PRIN' 2089 M2, PHAT21, TRAT219 URAT2?, PCOEF
208 FORMAT(XOXtL12*5,6XgEl2*5,8X, EI2.SqXgEI2.59AXEl2.5,//)
PRINT 2129PeT2tHHO2tPT2
212 FOHMAT(IlXt*P2 =*,E12.5,SX,*T2 =*,E12.5,5X ,*RHU2 =#*tE1 2.t5,A*PT2
l*tE12.59/)
PRINT 209' UELTAt THETA
209 IOHMAT(1lX,*DELTA12 =*,E12.5,5XT*THFTAI2 =*,E12.5)
PRINT 210




PRINT 2089 M3, PHAT31, TRAT31, URAT31, PCOEF3
PRINt 2159P3JT3tHHO39PT3
215 FORMAT(11Xt*P3 =*,El2.5b5X,*T4 =*,E]2.5b5X,*RHu3 =,*F12.5,bX5*PT3
l=*tE12.5,/)
PRINT 2189 UELTA3, THETA3, GAMMA3
218 FORMAT(I1X,*)ELTA23 =*E1i2.5,b5X*THETA23 =t,EiZ25B5X,*GAMMA3 =*,
1E12.,5)
PRINT 211




PRINT 2089 M6, PHAT61, THAT619 URAT61, PCOEF6
PRINT 216,PbT6tHHO6TPT6
216 FORMAT(IIX,*P6 =*#E12.StbX, *T6 '*,E12.*5tSX*RHU6 =*E12.5,5XAPT6
1=*9E12.59/)
PRINT 219 LUELTAb, THETAb, GAMMA6
219 FORMAT(1IX*eUFLTA16 =*tE12.5SX*THFTA1b =*oE12.5,5Xe*GAMMAb =*t
IE12.S)
PRINT 220
220 kORMoT(///,ioX,*POINTS OF INTEREST IN THE FLOW FIELU AND UN THE BO
1uY (IN INCHLS)O*///)
PRINT 2b0,PTETTL
250 POnMAT(16X,*PTE =*tE12.595x,*TTE =*,E12.5,/)
PRINT 221.
221 hORMT(13X,*lNIlIAL POINTS ON BOW SHOCKWAVE*)
PPINT 222,XOYO
222 tORMAT(ilXX*A =*E12.b95X,*Y =*,E12.5)
PRINT 223
223 FORMAT{/,1JA,*WING INTERSECTION POINT*)
PRINT 222,XJO3Y30
PRINT 224
224 FORMAT(/913A,*BOW SHOCK-WING SHOCK INTERSECTION POINT*)
P:'INT 22 2 ,X1,YI
PRINT 225
225 )ORMAT(/,9IjA*FIHST EXPANSION WAVF WING INTERSLCTION POINT*)
PRINT 222,X4AY4A
PRINf 226
226 FORMAT(/,1I3A*LINE 48 WING INTERSFCTION POINT*)
PRINT 22tX4HY48
PRINT 227
227 ~OHMAT(/,l3A,*LINE 4C WING INTErSECTION POINT*)
PRINT 2229AXCY4C
PRIN1 240
240 FORMAT(/,13A,*LINE 40 wING INTERSECTION POINT*)
PRINI 222,X4UYY4
PRINT 241
241 PORMAT(/,lJA,*LIIE 4E WING INTERSECTION POINT*)
PRINT 222,X4L,Y4L
PRINT 228
228 tORM.T(/,1I A,*LINE 54 SHEAR INTERSECTION POTNT*)
PRINT 222,XbAYSA
PRINT 229
229 FORM.T(/,13A*,LINE SR SHEAR INTERSECTION POTNT*)
PRINT 222,X~iYbbd
PRINT 23n
230 FORMaT(/,13A,*LINE 5C SMEAR INTERSECTION POTNT*)
PRINT 2229AaCYSC
PWINT 242
242 FORMAT(/,1JA,*LrNE 50 SHEAR INTERSECTION PoINT*)
PRINT 22,XbU50YSU
PRINT 243
243 FORMAT(/Jl3A*LINE 5E SHEAR INTERSECTION POINT*)
PRINT 222AXEY5t
PRINT 231
231 FORMaT(/,13A,*FLUW IN REGION SE FROM EXPANSTON*)
PRINT 232TTMTA5ELLXMSEPSE
232 FORMAT(11X,*THETA =*,E12.5,5X,*M5E =*,E12.s,5X,*P5E =*,E12.5)
PRINT 233
233 PORMAT(/,13A,*MACH NUMBERS IN EXPANSION FAN*)
PRINT 234 LEXM4A9EXM4IbEXM4C
234 FORMAT(11Xe*M4A =*,E12.5,5X,*M4H =e*E12*595X9*M4C =*,E12.5)
PRINT 2449EAM40,EXM4E
244 FORMAT(IXA*M4U =*oE12.5,5Xq*M4E =cE12 .5)
PRINT 235,EAM5AEXMSBEXMSC




236 nORMAT(/,1JA,*PHRSSURES IN THE EXPANSION FAN*)
PRINT 2379P4AP4bP4C
237 tORMAT(11X*'P4A =*,E12S.,5X,*P4b =*,E12*.55X,*P4C =*0 E12.5)
PRINT 246,P'9IJF4L
246 IORMAT(I1X,*P40U =*,E1Z.5SX,OP4E =*,E12.5)
PRINT 238,PbA,PS58PSC













404 fORMAT(11lX*P4AW =u*E12.5,3X,*P4HW =*,tE2,S,3A,*P4CW =*,El2.5,3X,
I*P4DW z*,r2l.5)
PRINT 300
300 ORMltT(///1i3X,*FLOW IN THE SHOCKED REGION OF EXPANSION FAN*,///)
PRINT 301
3u1 FOHMAT(26X9*HEGIUN 4ES*,//)
PRINT 3029 THT4ES, X5AS, YSAS
302 hORMAT(16X,*THETA =*,E125,5X,*X *=,E12.s5,5x*Y =*tE12.5)
PRINT 3039 PH4E19 DR4E19 TR4EI. EXK4ES




PRINT 3029 THT5AS, X5dS9 YSBS
PRINT 3039 PRSA1I DHSAI, TRSA1, EXPSAS
PRINT 305
305 FORMAT(26A,*HEG1UN 58S*,//)
PRINT 3029 IHTSS, XSCS, Y5Cs
PRINT 303' Pr5B1 DUR5bl1 TR5H19 EXM5HS
PRINT 306
306 PORMAT(26X,*REGION 5CS*,//)
PRINT 3029 THT5CS, X50S, Y5DS
PRINT 303, PH5C1, DR5C19 TRSC1, EXM5CS
PRINT 307
307 FORMAT(26X,*REGIUN 5S0*,//)
PRINT 3029 THTSDS, X5ES, Y5ES
PRINT 3039 PR5DI1 DR0S1, TR5D19 EX5SDS
C
C *****CALCULATTNb HEAT-TRANSFER ALONG WING-LEAOINU ElOE*****
C




_mSUR OSUBROUTINE UELTAI(FSMACHHGAMMAtUELTATHLTA) 
C



















UHROUTINE PTHETA(FStACH,M2,PINF ,P29PRAT21,nRA12ITR AT21, IHTA,
'IUELTAPCOEFGAMMAiKTHETAKNOWN)
C
C *****SOLVIN0 FOH FLOW CONOITIONS REHIND A wEUGE SHOCK GIVEN EITHER






1F(KTHETA.EQ.0) bO TO 2
PRAT21=(2.U*GAMMA*M1S*((SIN(THETA))**2)-GMl)/(GP
































C *****SUBROUJINE TO FINU THE INTERSECTION POINT OF THE SHOCkWAVES
C ANU THE INTERSECTION POINTS TN THE EAPANSION FAN*****
C
xIT = (Y2-f 1I + A * T n4i ( A ) -, e* 'Tr Ar (A)) ) / (T A (A .) -T ) rT (A2).)
YT=1 + (XT-XI) TAN(41)
kiF rUHiq
ENOI
SIUHROUT InrE .XPiPN (P1F I, -- A)FXP rA"MAPF PFOEAMACH sEAM) 







5 EXMACH= (STM+i't)/ .()
E XMS= X M A C H * A H
PrtFOr;=A*A TAP~ (S.' I' ( (F X v5I-! .: ) )*;l)r1 /G,P] ) ) -ATA,. (l(g I (E YX -1 i, .) )
P' I FF =PMF OG-PMF U
IF(AHS(PL)IFr).LE.PCONV) G) TO 2





2 CONT I hUE
NHF T U ;,
SLIBR.)UTIrNE T TuuT PTTETIEIp3G, Rt X X 4 A X4qA4C tX4),X, E r[,YI A
1Y4 *Y4C y 4+)9, Y4E 4 A, P+4d, 4C pPtl,)PF ,JTSPR, p Tr4F)
#*****SUDOUJ1 hE 1(0 CALCUJLATE FLI)'J P AAM1ETF.' ALO*, G WINI-LEAL)IN(!
-UoF * **0*
UTME-ESIO S (I1S!) ,F )oT (S1 5 ) ,DE (15;J) TW P(150) , I5150) ,T-'- (1SOn) * IST AI
1150) ,VIS2 (lb0) * TUH ( 1'(l~ ) I RHOS (150) FA (0) ,AFF I , (15) ,E'NO$ I:nUU) ,TR (
2150() ,PRPG 1 5) ,VISE (l' )) 1 5 HO: (15O) ,I1F: ( 150 ) ,0 )OOTR (151 ,RA T (1So0
HFAD) ,P~t-TALL UELS,JLL
1 FORMAT (3E12.S,21 in)
HEAL) 12,lZISs:,VISIl ,VISS2, VITS3,VTSS4












4B= QRT ( A2*X2+Yd*Y2) /12.9
S4C=SORT (X3*X3+*Y 3) /12.
S4 O= SR ( 4*X4 + Y4Y4) / 2 0
S4E=SoRT (x5*5+Y5*Y5) /12. )
UELTS=O. 2* 4 E-S4A )
kEC=SRT (PR)
uo0 b 1=.J
S(I) =S (I-1) SnELI
Tw (I) =TWLL
IF(S(T).LE.S4A) 6O TC 41
lF(LL.r- .2) .0 TU 47
IF(LL.EU. l) ,o Tu 47
5rnEL = DEL 'r 





F (S( I ) * .E. h4) t r(o 42
IF(S(I).LES4C) Go TC 43
IF(S(I),LE ab4D) 0¢ T C. 5
LF(S(I).L.E.4F4) G,) TC 46
rIF ( I) =P:F
1F(LL. EQ.e) (,0 TuJ 44










44 CCnNT I lUE
IF ( I ) =TTF e ( (PE ( I) / Pt ) e~ ( ( r ·_1 ) /) )
EM (I) = SLuT ( (P4G ( 1)-1) 2. /(G-1 ) )
ISTAN (I) ,5" (TEE (I) I)el L) ) +. ?2*EC* (F: (1) *')* ) * (I) * ( (-I * )/2.)
v SF ( i ) v I S + V SI (I) +V I SS* TE ( ) 
-
( ) + V I SS3 T F ( I 3 ) +
VISS4*(TE( I ) **+)
VTS2(T) = (VlSSo , VISSI*tSTTN(1) + VTS52*TS'fTA(T)*T T-TR(I) +
lVISS3*ISTAp(I)*IbT R.(I)*TSTAH(I) *+ ITSS4*TSTcH¢()#T T,(L i) I'TAR(
2) ISTAR ( I ) )
rcoN ( I ) =, ' 2 32 . 176V  I6 ( ) /RPh
HHOS(I)=P (I)/(HTSTST((Ij))
RHOE ( I) -P (1) / (HTE () )
AF (I)=SU[p (ou*F'lt (I) )
F(I) =EM (I) V (I)
HFNOS ( I) =RHOS ( 1 ) iE ( I ) / ( v I c ( 1 ) )
CFS( lC ) =NOE (I )Ut.( ! )5 (1)/V I.t ( I)
1~ (I) =TF (I)*(1u+ ~C (( 6-' .O)/ 2,)eM(I)**7.0) 1
unOT ( I ) =.332*SI I (NEOS ( I ) ) * (RR**.3.3) *lCo, ) * (IR ( ) -rw ( I ) )/SORT (
1SCI))
uW)oTR (I) =OUT ( I ) /(T sP





77 .ORMAT(26X*FL O W PAHRAMETERS ALONG WTIN-LEiL)iNG EI)GE*,//)
PRINT 7
7 Fo{RMI(14A,*S(1)*07A,*PE (T)* ?7X#*PE(T)*tQX*QUUOf (I)*,7X,.*iUOTP(T)
1i*7X*ePHA1 (J)*g/)
uo 1J I=2,J
PRINr 8'S(I) PE(1) HES(I) QDO[(I) *Cn'OT(I ,*AI)A (I)





The output for the perfect-gas code includes the flow conditions from
each region of the flow-field model, the geometry of the shock waves and
the expansion waves, and the heat-transfer distribution along the second
wedge, i.e., the wing leading-edge. The units for a particular parameter
in any region will be the same as the free-stream parameter, unless other-
wise noted. The output for the free-stream flow includes:
FSMACH - free-stream Mach number
P1 - free-stream static pressure (lbf/ft2)
T1 - free-stream temperature (°R)
RHO1 - free-stream density (slugs/ft 3 )
PT1 - free-stream stagnation pressure (lbf/ft )
TT - stagnation temperature of entire flow model (°R)
RGAS - gas constant (ft2/sec2-°R)
GAMMA - y for the free-stream and region 2
QTSPR - reference heating rate (Btu/ft -sec)
The following flow conditions are output for each region "I", where I = 2,
3, or 6:
MI - the Mach number of the region
PI/P1 - the static pressure ratio
TI/T1 - the temperature ratio
RHOI/RHO1 - the density ratio
PCOEFI - the pressure coefficient
PI - the static pressure
TI - the temperature
RHOI - the density
PTI - the stagnation pressure
DELTAJI - the change in flow-direction between two consecutive regions,
in degrees.
THETAJI - the shock wave angle between two consecutive regions, in
degrees
GAMMAI - the y of the region
The output for the expansion fan region includes the following stagnation
condition and intersection points:
PTE - stagnation pressure at the edge of the boundary layer
TTE - stagnation temperature at the edge of the boundary layer
Intersection points include:
INITIAL POINTS ON BOW SHOCK WAVE, i.e., the origin of the coordinate
system, or the nose.
WING INTERSECTION POINT, i.e., intersection of the two wedges
BOW-SHOCK:WING-SHOCK INTERSECTION POINT, i.e., the intersection of
the shock of the first wedge with the shock of the second
wedge
Next Five Points - the intersections of the centered expansion fan
with the wing leading edge
Last Five Points - the intersection of the reflected waves with the
inboard shear layer
Output for the flow in region 5E include:
THETA - the flow direction, in degrees
M5E - the Mach number
P5E - the static pressure
The Mach numbers and pressures of each of the other nine subregions of re-
gions 4 and 5 are the output under the next two headings.
Output listed for the interaction region between the left running and right
running expansion fan waves includes:
EXM4IW - the Mach number
P4IW - the static pressure
where "I" = A, B, C, and D.
Output for the subregions between the inboard shear-layer and the "curved"
shock wave include:
THETA - shock wave angle
X - x-coordinate point of the intersection of the shock wave
and the left-running expansion wave
Y - y-coordinate point of the intersection of the shock wave and
the left-running expansion wave
PR - pressure ratio with respect to region 1
DR - density ratio with respect to region 1
TR - temperature ratio with respect to region 1
M - Mach number
The output for the flow parameters and the heat-transfer distribution along
with wing leading edge include:
S(I) - distance along wing leading edge
PE(I) - pressure at the edge of the boundary layer
RES(I) - Reynolds number
QDOT(I) - heat transfer rate
QDOTR(I) - heat transfer rate ratio with reference heat transfer rate
PRAT(I) - pressure ratio with respect to region 1










RGAS * 1.716bOE*03 GAMMA * 1.40000E+00 QTSPR ' 5.89275E*02











P2 * 3,75355E*00 T2 a 7.88071E*02 RHO2 · 2.77562E-06
OELTA12 * 5.00000E+00 THETA12 * 8.33116E,00
PT2 a 1.87100E,05











P3 a 1.27959E*02 T3 a 5.24002E*03 RNO3 * 1.42305E-05 PT3 * 5.08890E+02
DELTA23 * 2.50000E4Ol THETA23 · 3,1q361EOl GAMMA3 * i.40000rFoo





















p6 · 7.03174E0ol PT6 a 2,o05891Eo02
THETAi6 * 3.79703E0ol
POINTS OF INTEREST IN THE FLOW FIELD AND ON THE BODY (IN INCHES)
PTE = 8*41422E.03 TTE · i.73279E*04
INITIAL POINTS ON BOW SHOCKWAVE
X a 0. Y · 0O
WING INTERSECTION POINT
x a 9.00000E + 0 0 Y 8.1 0 000E-01l
BOW SHOCK-WING SHOCK INTERSECTION POINT
X · 9.039o9E+oo y = 1.4 4083E*00
FIRST EXPANSION WAVE WING INTERSECTION POINT
x * 1.02588E+01 Y * 1.53 677E+00
LINE 48 WING INTERSECTION POINT
X * 1.02787E*01 Y * 1.54827E.00
LINE 4C WING INTERSECTION POINT
X * 1,03007E*01 Y * 1.56097E*00
LINE 4D WING INTERSECTION POINT
X * 1*03252E+01 Y · 1*57508EOO























FLOW IN REGION SE FROM EXPANSION
THETA · 3.00000E+01 MSE * 3.823 44E+O0
MACH NUMBERS IN EXPANSION FAN
M4A a 3.43600E+00 M4 8 * 3,47627E+00
M40 * 3.55890E00 M4E · 3,60131Eo00
M5A a 3.64421E*00 MSB * 3.68763E*oo
MSD 3.77748E*00
PRESSURES IN THE EXPANSION FAN
p4A · 1.20858E*0 2 P4B * 1.14106E#02
P4D * 1.01494E+02 P4E * 9.56184E*o1
PSA * 9000470EO01 P58 , 8.47671E*01
P50D 7.48814Eo01









GAMMA6 a 1,40000F*00OELTA16 a 3.00000E'01





M4BW * 3.55910Eo00 M4CW · 3.64408Eo0O M4DW a 3.73268E*00
P48W a 1.01467E*02 P4CW * 9.00633E01 P40W · 7.96434E 1ol





DR * 5.63 987E*00
y . 2.8 8224Eo00





OH * 5.62 755E,00
y · 3 .06559E,00






yV 3 . 2 6571E*on






y * 3 .4 8414E.00






YV 3 . 7 2243Eo00
TR a 140TSSE*1o M · 2.74724E00






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































APPENDIX B. - GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF REAL-GAS CODE
As has been discussed previously, philsophically the real-gas code
is approached in the same way as the perfect-gas code. As with the per-
fect-gas code, the free-stream conditions and the model geometry serve as
input. The real-gas code uses a Mollier gas table to find the flow-field
conditions in place of the perfect gas relations of the perfect-gas code.
Calculation of Flow-Field Conditions. The flow conditions of regions 2,
3, and 6 are calculated in subroutine RELGAS. The procedure of this sub-
routine is to assume an initial value for the shock wave angle 0, and solve for
the density as follows.
pltan 8
P2 tan(e-6) (18)
The velocity behind the shock wave can then be determined by using the




The pressure is then calculated from the conservation of normal momentum
equation:
~P 2P P U _P U 2 (20)
2 P1 P1 n -2 2n
Then the enthalpy behind the shock wave is calculated using the conserva-
tion of energy equation:
2 2h =h + 0.5U 2 0.5U (21)2 1 ln 2n
Once the static pressure and the static enthalpy are known, the remaining
flow properties behind the shock wave can be found by using the subroutine
M0LIER. M0LIER, which incorporates the gas table, needs only two properties as
B-1
B-2
input to find the remaining flow field properties. The density found from
M0LIER is compared to the density behind the shock wave calculated from
equation (18). If the comparison is not acceptable (to within a prespecified
tolerance), a half-interval iteration method is used to redetermine the shock
wave angle. The procedure to calculate the flow condition behind the shock
wave is then repeated until successive values of the densities converge.
Calculation of Stagnation Conditions. The stagnation conditions are calcu-
lated after the flow conditions in regions 2, 3, and 6 are calculated, by
first calculating the stagnation enthalpy by the following equation:
H = hi + 0.5 U1 2 (22)
Using the stagnation enthalpy and the entropy of regions 1, 2, 3, and 6,
the stagnation conditions for an isentropic deceleration of the local flow
are found from M0LIER.
Calculation of Expansion Fan Flow. To calculate the expansion fan flow, the
flow is assumed to expand isentropically from region 3 to region 5E. Thus,
the entropy of region 3 defines the entropy of the expansion fan. Therefore,
the two properties serving as input for the M0LIER subroutine, are the local
static enthalpy and the entropy.
As before, the streamlines for subregion 5E through region 6 are parallel
and straight for the assumed flow model. Therefore,
dPdP= 0 (23)dn
and the static pressure of subregion 5E is equal to the static pressure of
region 6. The enthalpy of region 5E is found by using the static pressure of
region 6 and the entropy of region 3. To calculate the enthalpy of each of
the other nine regions in the expansion fan, the difference between the
B-3
enthalpies of region 3 and 5E is divided by ten to get ten equal increments.
The enthalpy of region 4A is, therefore, the enthalpy of region 3 plus the
above increment. The enthalpies of the remaining subregions are gotten by
appropriately incrementing the previous enthalpy.
As a check to the above procedure the Prandtl-Meyer angle for the sub-
region of interest was calculated using the equation:
- V3 = .. H-h
Reg. 3
When crossing a right-running wave, the change in the Prandtl-Meyer
angle is equal to the change in the flow direction, i.e.,
dv = dO (25a)
When crossing the reflected left-running waves,
dv = -do (25b)
Thus, since the flow in region 3 is parallel to the wall, the sum of the
change in v through region 4 should equal to the sum of the change in v
through region 5. For all cases computed thus far, the difference between
the v-sums has been small. Thus, the net change in flow angle has been
essentially zero, as it should. The intersection points of the shock waves
and expansion fan waves are calculated the same way as in the perfect gas
code using the subroutine INTRST.
The flow properties at the wall account for the waves of the centered
expansion fan, i.e., region 4, and of the reflected left-running waves, i.e.,
region 5. As noted before,
V4AW = v4A - (AW 4A) (26)
so that
~4AW = "4B (27a)
B-4
Similarly,
4BW = 4 D (27b)
V4CW V5A (27c)
and
V (27d)4DW 5C 
Once the Prandtl-Meyer functions are known, the remaining properties are
readily calculated, since flow in this region is isentropic.
Wing Leading-Edge Heat-Transfer Rate Calculations. After the inviscid flow-
field conditions have all been calculated, the heat-transfer rate along the
"wing leading-edge" is calculated. The procedure for calculating the heat-
transfer is to first use the numerical routine as described in ref. 15 to
set up the initial boundary-layer profile.
This initial profile serves as an input into the NONSIMBL code (ref. 11).
Several modifications were made to this numerical routine for a laminar
boundary-layer. One modification was to eliminate the need for user "exper-
ience" in establishing the initial, input guesses for the wall values of the
shear function, f"(O), and of the heat-transfer function, g'(0). Instead,
since the temperature of the edge of the boundary layer and at the wall in
region 3 were known from the previous subroutines, the initial value of
g'(O) was assumed to be
g ' (O) = 1 T- 0.6
Tt3 
The initial guess for the shear function was assumed to be: f"(O) = 0.47,
which seemed to provide reasonable results over the entire velocity range
(in the absence of gas injection of the wall).
Another modification was to incorporate into the routine a procedure
for calculating alpha (i.e., the coordinate transformation parameter).
B-5
The above procedure is designated subroutine PIGYBAK and transforms the
distribution of the dimensionless velocity function F and the temperature




where n is the newly transformed y-coordinate (ref. 11) and n is the
transformed y-coordinate using the standard Lees-Dorodnitsyn transformation.
To calculate the appropriate value of a, the value of n where u = 0.99u
in the similar solution for the first station was identified. Then, the
value of a was calculated to be the value which makes the produce an equal
to three at this point, i.e., n = 0.95.
This viscous-layer profile for a similar boundary-layer which is sub-
ject to the flow conditions at the initial point in region 3 is used as an
initial condition for the subroutine EJ0YCE, which solves the nonsimilar
boundary layer. This subroutine is actually the numerical code described
in ref. 11 with modifications. Modifications were made to this code so that
one could obtain real gas values of density, thermal conductivity, viscosity,
and specific heat of air. The M0LIER subroutine was used to calculate the
density in the boundary layer. The tabulated values of Hansen (ref. 9) for
thermal conductivity, viscosity, and specific heat were input as a function
of temperature. Then, the subroutine SPLNTRP was used to calculate the
transport properties at the desired temperatures. SPLNTRP is a curve fit-
ting subroutine. The final output of EJ0YCE gives boundary layer profiles,
heat-transfer rates, and other data for five points in each of the six
regions and subregions on the "wing leading-edge".
Calculation of the Shock-Wave Angles and the Intersection Points of the
Shock Wave with the Expansion Fan. As was the case for the perfect-gas
code the flow direction in subregions 4E, 5A, 5B, 5C, and 5D of the expansion
fan are used as boundary conditions for computing the shock waves in this
region. The subroutine RELGAS is used to generate the shock wave angle
and the flow conditions in the subregions between the shock wave and the
shear layer, i.e., subregion 4ES, 5AS, 5BS, 5CS, and 5DS. The intersection
of the shock wave and the left-running expansion wave is computed using
the subroutine INTRST using the same procedure as discussed in the perfect-
gas section.
Input Cards
Card # 1 NC - number of cases
Card # 2 XO - x-location of "nose" (ft)
YO - y-location of "nose" (ft)
X30 - x-location of wedges intersection point (ft)
Y30 - y-location of wedges intersection point (ft)
Card # 3 Ul - free-stream velocity (ft/sec)
P1 - free-stream pressure (lbf/ft 2)
Hi - free-stream enthalpy (ft 2/sec2 )
DELTA - angle of the first wedge(0 )
LAMDAS - complement of sweep angle (0)
N0PT - option in M0LIER for the two input properties enthalpy
and pressure (0)
Card # 4 TWALL - wall temperature (OR)
RADIUS - radius of reference sphere (ft)
PR - Prandtl number
Card # 5 E - convergence criterion on boundary condition (typically .0005)
DELT - step size in y-direction (typically .05)
EPS - convergence criterion when variable step size is used.
Card # 6 KEY - equals 1 if using variable step size (equals 0 for the
fixed size routine)
Card # 7 IN - number of y-points
ALF - coordinate transformation parameter
Card # 8 PIGYBK - if equals 1.0 edge properties are not read in as input
Card # 9 MM - number of x-points for calculations
N - number of y-points in boundary layer
KK - equals 0 for two-dimensional flow, equals 1 for
axi-symmetrical flow










WMI - molecular weight of injectant
WMS - molecular weight of stream (WMI - WMS for this routine)
TEMP - temperature (OR), fifteen temperatures on three cards
VISC - viscosity (bf se ) fifteen viscosities correspond-
ft ing to above temperatures.
TC - thermal conductivity (t U fifteen thermal con-
ductivities correspond-
ing to above temperatures
CP - specific heat ( BTU, fifteen specific heats correspond-
ing to above temperatures
23 equals Card # 3 if NC > 1




UTMENSION WAVE4(C0) tAbL4(5) (5A4O) Y4(b0) THTA4(50) U4(5) 
1LXM4 ("0) ,SI UNU (s0)
uIMENSION TMTS4(11)9 XS4(11)YS4e(11), US4(l)PS4(11),() TS*(ll),











HEAD 2009,iU 1P1lH ,DELTA,LAMDASNOPT
200 FORMAT(bE12.5,I5)







C *****CALCULATING FLOW CONOITIONS IN REGION 2# # 9#
CALL HELGAS (UlP1 RHOlHlDELTANCPTU2tP2,H2,OH2,T2,Z2zGAMMA2,
1 lHETAS2)
C


































































































tALL IN[rST(XnCre THETMt(, L3,A30,y30,XI YI)
.. iS(=A35o'34.- 1 7bt*778. i
4VE3J=ASJ (I.n/(0i3/S(rdH(!A3SQ)))
AkL4A=LAMA b-IdA V 3
LALL iNTHSS1 AT9YTAbLAL49LAMi[)A, Xj)9Y3OA4A+Y4A)
C
t4 (I) =U4 ,', 3S)
A6L4 (j?) -4(IL FA
LL=1
!9r = (0,j+ 1 )/~
Uo) 95 L=?9M
wiVE4 (L)=AS.,j (1(* /EX,4F(L))
i F (N,N-L) q4 9,j ,9 c 
92 A(L4 (L+I ) =L A,1IIAS*S I iNU (L) -WA iE4 (L)
L.,LL 1NTI'ST (T rAtbL +(L+1) *LAMUIJS X3( YJ0 90X4 (L+i) qY4 (L.+))
ui) TO 95
94 LL=LL+1
I TA (L) = I H I A4 (L- I ) -I OJ (L
liyL4(L4I)=Tn TA4(1 )+wiVL4(L)
ALL INT'IST(X4(L) Y4(L) THTA4+L)A 9AGL4 (L), (LL)Y4'(LL), A4+(L+4)
Ir4 (L+1))
('0 TU 95
93 1 H fA4 (L) =LArUlASq ] l)NU ( L)
LL=LL+1
At.7L4 (L+) I=Thr I A (I) +, A VtL4 (L)








H 1 =H]*3;. 17o*778. 
u0 77 I=hM
I HTA4 ( I ) =11 44 *57.9
LALL HEL(,AS (I 1 I HHC rH1 rHTA4 ( I ) NOP US4 ( ) PS4 ()RS4 ) 
lS4 (I ), 1 S4 () S (I) ,S4(I) , TtTS4(I) ,S4 (1))
I HTS4 (I) = Hi 4 ( I )/57 296
L=L+1
IF(I.GT.-) o) TO 75
L ALL NIST( A I YTT H TS'+ ( 1 ) AL4(+1)X 4 ( L ) 4 Y4(L) XS 4 ( I + 1 ) YS4 ( 1 )
uo TO 76
75 LALL INTPS' (AS4(r) YS,+(1) 9,HTS4(I) 9AGL4 (I+1) ,A4(L) Y4(L) XAS4( I+1) 
l1S4(l+ 1 ) )
76 iHTs4( I)=1Hl4 (I)*57.29s b
77 LONTINUE














201 rLORMT(16A,*FREE-STrNEM FLOW CONI}ITTTONS*,///)
PRINT 20i2
202 IuNRMr(.I3A9,* Ul *,l1A#*P1*,i4A,*Tl*,lXg*QHUL.L*,LA, *PT* 912X,*TT
RalNI 2171
21 7 i)HMA I' (26A9* ( I.. F/ 5( F T) 9 oA, * ( HANK i F) 8 A9iX* ( SLUb$ /CUF T) */ )
F Ql N1 203 J1i PF1* 119 HRHO19 PT1t TTI
203 ~uRM.T T( ( I'Xgl~,I2bX1S,EIb4XgEl.3XFig.5,94AEl2.9.,4XgF2.59//)
PRINT 2049 '9 j AA, HI, Z1
2Pcr r)Ri4A!T (:1 X,9il*F% M =I * 12.5.5.SA9*l =*EE1.S.SAOL =*EE1259///)
I'kINT 2 0
20n6 (iOMArtIthX,*FLO* CONCITIONS 11 AiEoION C9*///)
tRINT 207
2n17 Fl)RMT (15A,*U?**,4X, *P/Pl*glbXg*T2/T1*I14X, *NHr /Rmtt)1*,/)
rIN T 20d, uda, P,-AT,1, TRAT21, UHAT21
208 rORMAT ( i gAL2 2. A.EX9EEld.91X 91 .599XE. 12.59//
eRINI 212,PT,-),H02,P'T2
21e rORMAT(IlA9*P2 =*,E129.bbX,*Te =*qE12. t5XqSX #RL2 *'FE12.SSA9#*PTP
1=*,EI2.5./)
eFINT 205, 1'1;r vZL2,bAMMA2
2P5 t-ORMAT(IlX,* IT2 =*9,l2.5,JXg*fi2 =*,F12.* 5A5X*ZL =*,E12.5,tA,*GAMMA
1 =*,f12,0q/)
PqINT 209w uELTA. TMEr[
2n9 ( OHMMAT( IA,*UEL I =*,t12.595A*T*HFT'A =*9E12.5)
eRINI 21(
210 flORMAT// /,tioX*FLOW CUNI.)ITIONS IN REGIUN 3*,///)
I'RINr 213
213 (r)MA T(1FA,*uJ3*,l4X,*PJ/Pl*,1b(,*1'3/T1*914X,*MrO3/RH )1*9/)
PRINI 2089, 4J3, PAT HAT3 ' UMAT31
VrIN1 215,PJT39 *HI039PT3
215 r()RMT (11X*eP3 =*,E12.b,,Xg,*13 =*,E12b,59X,*Nt1U =*,FI12.59A,*PT3
1=*,E12.5,/)
FPsNI 2d0,' 1I1'3,H*Z,
220 t)RMAT(1llX*TT3 =*,E12.55A,*H3 =*,F12.b,5X,*ZJ =*E1,2,5,/)
HRINT 218't ELTAs, THETAj, GAMMA3
218 tORMAT(IIA,*OFLTr =*,E12.5,5x,*rTFTA =*uE12?5, bA,P*GM A3 =*,E12.5)
PRIN1 211




PRINT 2U0, u6, PpAIbT1 THAT61, URAT61
PRINT 2169,oT6,t9HO69PTb
21]6 ORMAT(IXA,*6 =*,E12.,5bX,*Tb =*,E12.55SX,*RHUb =*,E12b595A,*PT6
1=*,E12.5,/)
PHINT 221' 116fMAZb
221 trOMAT(XA*'ITb6 =-*El1.595x,*,6 =*9EF12?55X9*Lz =*9t12.5,/)
PwINI 2199 uELTAo, THETAt, GAMIMA6
219 1oRMAT(C11,*UELTi =*,EL2.55X,*T'[ETA =s*E12,59,a*gGAMMA6 =*,E12,5)
PRINT 301
301 rONMAT(///1bX,*FLOw CONUITIONS IN THE EAPANSIUN FAN*9///)
u Y (1) Y (? )
UY (2) -Y (3)
uy(3)=-(l./^l)*(¢Yil)+X2)#y(j))
UY (4) =Y (.i)
UY(5),-(l./iA 3/ 3))#( xY(1)+A3*X')*Y(5) + X I* Y ( j ) **2 ) - Y( I) ¥* ( 2 ) #Y ( 3
1) ) *A4 )
Mt TUHi~
_ U H RUUTIUiE ,'JOMl iN,L)ELI ',T,'0V,PTEER,9y P ,)E P EiSDP S VE, K I9DE RIV,
1 liL)X )
C--.----6,NEAL !4UM ICn ,L INhIEGHATIUO WITH STINLE-SIEP ERROH INALYbIS
JUUBLE ,ELSIOSM LDEP9,SXtTTOoPSbAVE
uIMIrEibItU!. A) , S) 9CV (N) ,P(N') ,TEE () ,EF (N)
UlME,,ySIU N Y (Ne,.. ), E E N),0PSAPSAV (N)
XTENRNAL UEtilV
C_.......... lAT1a
U0 TU (19.1,g 7J) T NOA
10 sIX = 24..O)u
-t;.O = 0. t )
A(j) = -. OuI/SI ,
A(,) = 31. ouU)/ I 
A(3) = - k.J/SO/Sr x
A (4) = 55.0uii/Sli
o(l) = .ULv/$Ix
b(2) = -51.0i)/5$ I
c(3) = la' .tOJ/SI,
0 (4) - A ( )







C-------- SEI UP FCH INTERAfTI)N
C,-TH Y RESET





UO0 It J=l 1
UPSAVE(J) = OEi( ))





18 L.R(J) = ZERO
19 CONTINUE
rF'TUkw
C------- ...ENTHY-FPINT FOH ONE NUI
2U v = T
1- v + i. GELI '
NOP = KOP * 1
UO Tr IPL5
C------ RUNGE-rUI TA PoOCEDuHE
eOOG VV = V * UELtSY2
UO 250 J=l11l
MEHICaL INTLGRATION STEP
25E uv(J) = PLPE(J) * YPH(J,M1)*DELHY2
CALL UEkIV (VVD0.Pt39N)
251 ()ONT IrJUE
01i) 2* J= ,,9
?6U I,(J) = OL)'(J) + P(J)*tlELHY2
;ALL UEHIV (vvOVqTE,49NI)
E6e1 L;w T i mU-
uO) 21U J=iil
LUV(J) = cLP(J) + TE(,J)*LELT
7Uf IF(J) = 2.0*(TE(I )+P(J))
CaLL UILRIV (I, Lv gSt)
271 LONT INUE
u0 2'i0 J=l,,'
uEP(J) = UEP(J) * UELuy6*(P(J)+rE(J)+yPH(Jg,?A))
2HU uv(J) = ULP(J)
CaLL UL)IV(I,bvI,:,q5r\)
2PI CuqT i NijE
)(_) 2"9, JzliJ
29U 'YP(J,M4) = H(J)
2 -1 L(rONT ilUE
!\OUNT = KUUI4T +
C--___ ..- ECK 'HIE ruUMibE OF' INTEG,(ATION s$EPS MAuE BY W-K PO(UCEUIJRE
IF(KOUN1.LT.J)GO TO 5U00
e92 ASSION 10uu 10 IL5S
uO TO 5001)
toou I'l V = M4




IF' ( K uP,LE. 3J iu F.' TU i!N
A INC=C.
t)O 50£, J=I 9!,
IF'(e(HJ).GT*EP5) 0jO TU 515
IF(EN(J)*0l'JO.O..LI.EPS)KINC=KINC+1
SC0 COrN', 1 IN-4UE
IF(KINC,.EU.L) (0G T1 550
OJ SCl J=1,lv




IF(KJP.L(J4) GO rO 540
1 = 1 - uLLI





540 1 = T - 4.0uO*UEI T
v0 TO 529
550 UELT = .O0eO*DELT
(O TO 15
C .-.-.-. ADAMS PE)EnICTOH-COUNHECTOR Pr(OCE)IIpE
.Ouv U0 710 J=1,,i
IE(J) = H(3)*YPH(JM1) + 4(2)*YPR(J,M2) + .(].)*YIPR(JM3)
uV(J) = DEP(J) * DELT*(A(4)*YPH(J,/1)+,A(3)*YPH(JM2))
uV(J) = I)V(J) + FIELT*(A(2 )*YYH(Jt13)+A(1)*YPH(JM4))
C-------- SAVE PHL.OICTrD VALUE
710 CR(J) = OV(o)





'RINT 315,9U4(2) 9,4(3) U4(4),U4(b) ,U4(6)
315 O)RMAT(llX,*U*JA =*t912,,bg(gU B *E12,5,5XtJ(C =*,Ei2.5,5A,*LJD =*,
l. I 2,55A,*UL =t 12,.5//)
r'LNT 303
303 F"0HMAT 't0A,*HhrESqiHE$S*,/)
HtINT 304.P'(2)) 9,4(3),4.(4) 9P4(b) 9P4(6)




P.INT 306b9T(2) T4(3) , [4(4)T+(5),T4+(6)
30n t()hMAT(11A,*lA =*qE12bsA,#16 =*qE12,St95X,*TC -*,El2.595A9*TD =*9
PHINT 307
3Q7 ~0HMAT (5nA,*UENSTT 9ES*9/)
PRINT 30P.t +(2) *'-4(J) 914+(4) 9R4(9) 9,4(6)
308 ORHMATJ(lXo'4HCA =:*E1d.o595X9*HH(Hq =*gEi2o5.5A9*kH0C =*9EX.595X,
1 "irOU =*,-Clc.5s, *H,*tOE =*,E12Eb,//)
INT 309
309 tORMAr (50A9*12NTHLPIES*,//)
POLNT 3109H (2.) 9,4 (3) 9rH4+ () H4 (b) ,4 (6)
310 tOJRMAT(IlA,*riA =49,E12..,b5X,*HH = 9,E12.5,5X,*HC =*9E.l,5995A*H) -=*
1L)2qS5X,*ltr =#9 r j ole5,//)
r"1N[ 311
311i h()RMu,(47XA,*-F`rTIVE .tAMMAS*,/)
.WIN'T 312 9~ (2) , .4 (3) 9(4 (4) 0i4 (b) ,G4 (6)
31C tORMATtlX9*OA =i-.~EI25,bAq*br5 -#*EI2_595X.*GC =-#El2_595A9*GD) -,




PHINT 3159U+(7) t+4(8) 9u4(9) 9U4((0) LJ4(&)
'kRINT 303
PRINT 304,9P(7)?,)4(8), P4(9),p4(1) 9p6
PRIN1 305
'HINr 3U69T4'(7) T,4(8) T4(9) 9T4(I0) TSE
PWINT 307
PRINT 3108H+(7) 94(t8), H4(9),4(19)H(1) ,H5
PRINT 311
P'I1NT 3129rj+(7) i,;4(8) ,i(4(9) 9(54(l1) tGSE
tRINT 401,rLtUO!FlF
401 tORMAT (11A,*UNUDUF =*E1;".5///)
YRINT 31,A
316 t0RMATilbA,*POIlNT5 OF INTEREST IN THE FLOw FIELLb ANU ON THi HODY (
I1N INCHES)*,///)
PRINrT 317
317 'ORMAT(13X,*1NITTAL PUINrS ON BOw SHOCK WAVF:*) ·
PRINI 3183XuI,YL.
318 FOHMATII1lA*x =#*,El2.e5X,*Y =*'9E, 25)
PHINr 319
319 FI;RMAT(/913A,*W,,I., INILRSECTIJN POINT*)
tIRINT 3189X3JY3.,
PRINT 3e :
320 ORHMAT(/,13A,*o80,t SHCCr;-WING SHOCK INTEHSECTIUN POINT*)
PRINT 31,9XlYI
IPRINT 3e1l
321 t)HMAT(/,ljA*#EX-/ANSI0UN FAN IlIJ' .HSECTjIN POTNI'u*)
- 0) '7ti IL=2ti
88 PrINT 31,*+X4 (TL),Y4(IL)
i iN T 40f(
400 r(.)nMAT(lhl,ibXq,*-LOV ALUONG THE wING INl IHE EXPANSIUN REGOIUN*///)
PW[NT 405
4+5 o)RHAT 13XVL,*VrLUrJf ES*/)
e'[NTr 402,0'J+(3),t,4 (b) U4(7),U4(9)
4P2 eIONM"iT (11X,*LJ4AW =*,Ele.5,3X, *U4HiW -*,E1 5,3A9*'J4Cw =*,E1.5,3X,
10.14DW =*, 1,"5T//)
HIJ N T 403
403 t0RMAT 13XA,*PPw SqUHES*,/
tHNI N 40*,4 +P(3) ,t4 (S) ,+4 (7) , P (9)
404 I'oRMAT(llXP*P4Aw =*#EI..,3X''P4trw =*,EL2.5,3A9*p4Ctq =*.EI,.5, 3X,
1*P40w =*gEJ4.5)
P INT 500
500 .roMAT(///,piX,*9*LOA COUNITIU0,S IN SHOCKEL) REiUN 01 EXPAibSILN FAN
1 *9///)
IF (JSHOCeEJ.1)b' t(. 7T 2
Fh IN T 5b1
5n1 N(!*MAT (6A,*tIiHF. 4 4FS*,//)
HRLNI 502tl'rllS4('~) XS+(7), Y5i4(7)
50b2 trOMAT (3A ,*THFrt, =*,E-12 .5X,*A =*Fr12.D,SX,*Y =P*,E'.5,/)
PHINT 5U03 9 4 (b) 9PS4 (b) , r 54 (b) ,H4 (6) ,nS4 ( ) , GS, (6)
bn3 rQNMA;T(13A*,J =*,ElZ*b3,jAP =*9E12.5,jXA*T =*,tL2.5,3X*r4 =*,F12.
1lt3XA*H =*v-12-5.3XUd =*9El2959//)
R" I N T tU4
5n4 r()oMT (2kAX* tEGI-N 5A.d //)
IrINr 5[)29lnT;4(7) XS5(d) 'S4(8)
I-uN ' 53 ,JS4 ( 7 ),PS4 (7 ) TS4 (7 ) RS4 (7) rS4 (7) 9bS4 (7)
'q [NT 505
5¢5 ()oRMAT(LhA9*NEC(31,jl 5HS*,//)
IHINT 502,lr1lTS4(,), XS'(9) y54(9)
[RINT 503, US4(8 ,I54 (6) TS4 () ,HS4 (8) S4 () *9S4(8)
PHINI SO0
5c0 4)NMAT (; OXA HE(irl 'o ' 5CS*,//)
PH INT 502 TdTS4() , X9 AS4(10) YS4(ln)
PHINT 5039 u4(9), PS4(Y),TS4( )RS4(g) ,S4(q),b4(9)
PrkINT 507
507 fL)RMaT(e6A9*HECI ', 5C5*,//)
fPRINI . 502,lnTrS4(10), XS4(11), YS4(11)
r'IN 503. US4(l1n) ,PS4(IU) 9TS4(10) 9S4(10) ,H54(10) (it,4(lo)
IF(JSHOCK.N-t.!)!-i TO 7V4
7n2 NRINT 602







601 e`UkMAT(;Z6X,*sNOT A TYPE VI PATTEIN*)
99 O.NT1,'UE
LNO
SUt3ROUTINLE t<EI GA; (U1, , HH()l t1 1,JELTA,NUPT,J2 *'2 ,RH?07H2, 2T9Z2*,
1bAMM42, HLTTASe)




5 IHETA=(THETAL + THE 1AK)/,2.0
IF(THETA.LT.1.57,,79)GU TO 7





7 L( r I NUE
I NT=TPN (T rclA)
I ANTMU=TAi ( IHdET A-DELT A)
SjNT=SIN( rHr [A)
I TMO=S I TN ( I lE T A-IELT )
LOST=COU ( I H , )
C
LtS=T ANTMU/ I NT
C
t,-2bt=RH0 1/t PS




I-')=P I HRHO 1*1 1 tj*U 1 ! U2 u2i* I
t'1=Hi +0 *U· 1,J*U I t !- Q-5*1U21 *tjZN
U? =U2N/S I hNT '[ )
C
r2=H2/(32 1 Ib*77?:,,j)
LLL *.iULILk (r12,P9NOP I; r ,T$,Z2,$29,RHC?, GAFIMA2)
Hi.) IF F =RMCO2(-NHU?
t )i'V =AbS ( R) L F / IO26 )
iF (C(OiV-{;;0ul ) 2,Z,
b IF(Rl)IFF) 3,e,94
3 IrlETAR=TpHETA






I HETA=THF 1 *57 ',-')
Ht IUHN
t 11.)
- UROUTiNrE IITHST (Xl1Y1 941A 9A29XeY2,XIY) 
-
C s****SUROUI iJNL TO FIINU THE INTEntSECTT!ON POINr OF THE: SHOCKWAVES





-nURROUTINE l]GY3,K (HS) -
uIMENSLON F(20U) .G(20U), FN(20'o)) G,NJ(?A0) $YN(0Q) ,tE[A(L(?o ),' [ErTA(200)
1t HTTA(200)
UIMENSION Y(5) FuA(3), JA(3)
UOUHLE PpHEClmIGN YtAA,rb,CCU0,EE
UIMENSION gV(5),,,(5) tE(.5),YPR(b,4) *,EPI(5)
UIMENiSIUN EH(5) ,ISAvE(5)
UIMEINSION X*(50)'. Y4(b0), P4(b50), T4(50)), U4(SbU)
JOUBLE PRECiSION lPSAVEoEP
EXTERNAL UEHIV
CoMMON/CONS1/A 1 a2A3 A4,EEIES
COMMON/ONoNSI/TWAI L,NpUIUS,PH
(.OMMmON/W ING/PT3 TT3 ,U3, TP3,X30 *Y3o X4, 4 ,P4 ,o r4T4, U.4, T5L
O0MMVN/C:ASE/ICASF
LF(NCASt.(FiT.1) rn TO 1100












t..= (l-Du) #0. o




14 P-)oMA t ( 12,ptl2% t)






3 UPSAVE = Y('))




LFPOS = y (':)
11 = i
30 CALL NUMIrJ (!,fr)ELT, T ,(jvPrEEk YPPY,E PSr)PSAVLEEYvI)ERI\,I 1)
1 = V
J1=5
(C LL -(NUM Ii ( Dr)LT, T ,I v, P TE EH YPR, Y PESI)PSa vLr EYiERIFv 
5 LALL NUI4 ;4 (', I)ELTL T ,IV, PTE, EHYPR Y EPS, )PS AV\ ,r.EY IERI V3, 
IF (AbS(Y (3)) .Lt.E) (GO TO 33
1 = I + I
vU TO 5
3J If (AfS(1.ot.o o-Y(2)).b'.E) GO TO 34
IF (AdS(1.0uU0-Y(4)).Lf[.) GO TO 9S
34 IPA(II) = 1(2)
vA(II) = Y(r)
II = JI + 1
iF (iI.E(.2) GO (.) 35
IF (II.NE.3) GO TO 36
Y(1) = AA
Y(3) = FPPSI V







35 r(1) = AA
.(2) = ot
Y(3) = 1.05*OSrPPSv





UPOS = Y (-)
.(o) TO) 30
30 UFPA = FPA(I)-FPA(2)
uGA = GA(1)-(,A(2)
UFPAi = FPA(I)-Fl:'A(3)
UtAI = ( 1(J)-G/(?)
uF'PPo) = PpuI1-FPo.k2
U(,PO = (JPUi-iPO3
·) = DFPA/()t PP'










Y (2) = eb
'(3) = FpP
r(4) = U['
T (5) = lp
(U TO 3
99 ;O NTI NU
r(lJ)=AA
I (2) =U
T (3) = FPPO
Y(4) = UL)
Y(5) = (*PUS
LALL NLIM1N4 (N',')ELT, T CV ,, T E ,YPR 9 ,YoF, EDPSAV , EY iERIV 1 )
i = 1
UJLSTi = (Y(4)-1A-*(Y(2)**e))/A2 
- y(2)






CALL NUMI (NIt)ELT, TCV ,PTEENYPR9Y,EPSDPSAVL,EYy,DERIV,2)
ULST2 = (Y('+)-A1*(Y(2)**E))/A2 
- Y(2)
IHTA2 = (Y(e))*l(.u-Y(2)).
IHTE 2 = (¥'))#(~.0-(Y(').2))
DUELSI = (o.Se*LLT1 + ULSr2)*OELT'
ATHE'IA = (0!3*THTA1. + THIA2)*UEELT
ATHETE = (o.5*THTE1 + 1HTEz2)*LELT
55 CALL NUMIN(N,DELT, r,DV,PgTELHRYPR,YgEPbtDPSVVLKEYIER[IV3)
UDELST = ((r(4)- 1*(Y(e)**2))/A? - Y(2))*DELT
UTHErA = ((r(2))*(lo-Y(r2))))UELT
UTHETE = (( (2))*(1.O-(Y(2)**2)))*CFLT
ADELSI = AULLST * UJELST
ATHE1A = ATMLTA + DTHITA
41'HIt' = ATrMET + Dl'LI'E
11 = 111 + 1
tTAU(Ill) = T
t ( 111) = Y ()
0(111) = T(+)
IF (AtS(Y'(:)JJ).L.E) GO TO 990
1 = I + 1
o) TO 55




C CRuSS SikE.;,i STATIO:N IIS,1ftON: 4 WITH -IN- NO. OF ST4TTONs
uo 751 J = i l
YN(I) = iLtJA'
IF (ALF) 9 '9e9Q1
92 IF(F (I)-.99))'q9, ,,v9
qO L.F=3.o/E l1t (I)
9i CONTi i DlJE
I0JM4 = :)U,, + .* 5
151 CONT 1NIlJE
UL 7b? 1 = 1,Ix\
LT4(l) = ALui(-,1.- /(.)-Y¥ N(I)))/ALF
U0 753 JJ = 1rtl




16 1 CLONT I NUE
',3(i) = (.(J)
trP(I) = F(J)
7lU i = J-1
IF (ETa(l)-EI1AD(J)) 77f)9 b1,772
770 HRINI 78'1'
79 r()RMAT (2A* hULNNly #)
ou TO 7v9
772 CO;NTlINilUf
AF = (TA ( ) -ETA (J) ) / (ETAU(J+1)-ETAD (J))
rv(I). = AF*iF(J+ )-F(J)) + F(J)
UN(I) = Aft J+ ( )- (J)) + G(J)
153 CONTINUE
752 CINT 1NUt
UO 7bi 1 = IT1\
I'HTTA (I) = rl (1).AA1*FN( I) *FN(I)
7R1 CONIT IiJUC_
'N(IN + 1) = 1.0
JHTTA(IN + i) = !.0 - AAI
799 LONTINUE
CqLL f JJOYCE (FNq, 17T TA ALF )
999 CONTINUE
rF TURN
_HRO.UT 1 Nt )F I EI ( T Y UY,LOC ,N)
0LMEIvSION YI"(5),OY(5)
uOUBLE PRLCISION XX1,A2
COMMON/CONS I/A1 , 2 A3tA4 E
A=((Y(4)-(AI*Y(2)**) )/A2)
xl=(,**(..,5t ) ) '
A2=(-0O25)*( i*(-1,25) )*( (Y(5)/A2)-2,*(Al/A2)#*Y (2)*Y(3))
'l( o GIm i 9TLNiJi
C-------- L)()OUtLE PftECTSIoN AkUAMS MUULTON PECLC
ut) 73n J=i3,'
730U uV(J) = o)EI(J) + I)ELT*(H(4)*P(J)+TE(J))
;ALL UEHTV(t ,y r V, )
/31 )!N T 1 UUE
4l) 7+,; 4: =I,
rYP(J) M4+) = H(J)
't; F (J) = U jer'(J) + 0)EL *('-4(,~I*P(J) T. F(J}
tJx' (J) = I) 'Lp ( J )
, .--.---- Sli':b ii, tL.C- l S to aOH. i'_Sl I. Tt
14u Lf (J) = irA iT)*AH' (,. (J)-t)V(J))
/ 1 LON.T)NT tuUE
ul) 1U 50 GO
-M i SJrl T I NtLL JO()Y U C: F V1, I 1iT )IA, ^ LA )f
u i ME N. I5 U!,.~ PF (t. : i) , C V 1VN i'(!) t [I rAw ( 5. T) I AlI( 5 9) 9r" (bj )) , EIMA ( t 5O) ,
It i 5)) ,v I SE (6) ..;H OF (¢ ) , IHFIAE (S ) ,IJF (5 U) , i"L iWV-( 0) ,iREX 1Xi1 (-q) ,
;[r:.(b1r A,t.(i() t^(50,3,3) 9 1 .I, (53J) 93A t.CW( ct}) 9FINJ(5I ) I:.A(50)
u I ME I1N S I (.JN F (' ! ) 9 r Ht T a ( ) u ) (; S ( O ) F 1 (5 0 } H F: A 1 ( 5 .' ) ( C 1 ) ( 5 2 ) 
I UFLC US ( ,u (; 6 1. ( 5', ) , ) 91 C!0) 9FFF ( b) F L O) , Ft LI (X 0 ) ('t HETA ( 0) ,
2tL S2(50 ) 91 LCc (b).yN (50.)
uIl[NSIOti l 1(1,CtsC(b) ,slSi(b) ,VlIS(1b0) , f LUNI ( ;i) )T9tidbv) ,
L Iu FF C (5 0 ) ,Cir'- C 1 ( U ) CG? 1 ( 51 ) , X ( 5 . ) 9 X ( t U) v I M ( 5 ), I CUNM ( 5 0 )
,H HOM i (t u ) Cr) 1- ( , C3O S'C)o (,5) 9 P1!-(, ( 5, )
1L I ME NST U )N D IA ( , L) s(i H ( 5 n )
u IME-4b I ur"' A(.--,; .3) 3 t- (5b0,'3,3) 9 C (C ,93, 3) ,(SAH (~),L ,) ,31 o 5tl nv3 3) ,UAH (
]t!,3,;,) ,,l A ."IV(0;.3,3) ,a3 iuJ HA H (' C,3,3),At J U 3,*I) 9.( 5 k.J 3,1) A)G(%0 o,3
i'!)0iALG(T50 ) 0.9 To I) 91 ' ( oJ3 1)
u iM[iNS II,, TAw ( bC,,,. -)L(, ' I(!) S 0 (SI) 9S"J';CHT (5U) 9,ATI(5) .,tUUTIM(50n )
t1.)IML;'iS li TL,-~( ( 5 ) 9L U r!-)I ( )
Uil-i-IAi DQF'r (:: 0) ,PI)VlIH (.-cJ, ti (Y())
ulcl. mbNIONi l'C .p(l) ,v sg(15) rL'C(1.b) CP(lV) ¢VI It)) 9V,Vd(15) 9V3(15),
1 I C1 ( lt), l Te t 15), r3 ( 1) Pl ( b  ,Cp2 ( 1 ) 9P3(1)
ulMEP'SIU.N Xi (.'D) .Y1 (5t) A4 (50) ,Y 4 (50S ) ,51 (50) UcLAx(501 9P4(0 )
I1 4 (-,N ) J kjq (: 1 )
.)MMUrN/,01NS I/TwAI LH'1iU3,PR
,O)MMO I/w l.4(j /H'T3 , t 3 9 , T3,P3,3A3U Y3¢), X4+ Y4, '4eb'T6 TiJ4, r5L:
(, OM Mi i / C L .SE/ .iC A $F
IF (NCA -,.GT. I) *,, TO 110'U
mF.AD 159 PlYF.jK
15 I"-OMA I (EA-Ce5)
t:. AD I, i~N I9 n 9 t K 9 N,'PHI'J T
1 f')MAT (411U)
ttU L wVlw til 
2 r liT ( eL 2.5)
HEAD 109TEMrvlr SrqICCw
10 -0 (HMAT (5F 19 )
110 0 LONT II4UE
GALL SPLnT RW ( 4 , TEP'P . V I Sk, \V 1, 2 9 V 3)
CALL SPLNI'R'(14 i+EMPI"tlCl19C 9TC3)
LALL SPLN I'Re ( 1 4 , TEMP9 r, (, CP ! 9 ,C2 CP3 )
C




A' (I)=X3'.X4+ ( 1 + 1
vl(I)=Y30-Y'+T+lI
lI(I)-=SWTM I(^i(lI)* XI I) )*Y(I )*fl (I) )/IU
I .ONTIIJ UL
~ IN T= ,11Sl II)
A ( ) =XINT
iFLu.;?*51 C)
t'4 (1) =P3






MiM 1 < M:, \qwV
iF (PI(Yb, .t..(.;) Ii l l') t I3
r~E:'A;D 12,'t (,4),T .T , *It (,) , T W( ), lA (C.)
1,2 t otRMAT k5t 1k-)
n,0 TO 13
63 IF'(K K.ElT I ) r i. 64
3 RMil l I' (~ t1,:D )
I~) T 1J
64 tAIJ ()q) =R!U Ii. i
't (M) =P (L)
t (M) ='T'4 (L)
,;- (M) =U.+ (L-)
LrLL MOLIEr4(HrHt rt),:,t) TE ,) ZENTHHOG)
v ISE (i) =SPLivL. l, 4 9,1 F'rlH' V ISC V I V? ,V3 ,tt (rvl )
i ~ (M) - I W '~LL
it ErT .C(P) = It (W4)/1 TE
uwtN:.NF(,) = HHult (M) *L(M)/ ¢ISE;(M)
.EtLA (M) =1.,L
/ (M+ I ) =A (M) *!,EL rM)
IF (X(M+I)( *LS1( )) ) t) T 1
oi.) TO 14
6i iiF (LEQ.Y) i'.. 1O 6'
it.k=L.2=t LA = l (-1)
]4 hON. INfJNUE
' rFONMAT CJHj1,x9,*uT1'r OATA*///)
1=I =1
iqN = N-I
iviMAX = MM- 1
tAINT) 51 (I) c 1 ( -1) M) L
X , *U ENO l I (1) ,3 ,n*FAiNi M) *)
ui) 19 M=14glI
iiINT 1() R, -IE, I(-) THT) +L (MJ) 9,lE(Mi) +l9hAFK NE ( () )Ex ELX(M)/2U
PRINT' I ,iq,r (Fv) . THE.TA{K (M) ,LJE (M) ,t..~iKtOE (M) ertEXilq [ (M)
1 Y rt OMA I ( 1 15,E12 .5)
I t.(o)iJT i,'U -
C
C LVALUAT10N Vl- 5
C
a(l) : HHKE- (l)*VISE(1)*U(l)( (1 ) r1)#**t) **2. )*)I |'l/ (3 . n* * r ' )
LUO 3t M=2-Mii'AX
3(M) = S(I-i) + !Rm()E(1,1)#*ISE(Mb*')E ()e*I(A(M*A(,K))*#*)
H! + UF (M+ )*TS E (t + ) *UE(M1)((RA n(i 1 1**Kr,) **2. ) )*DELA (M)/2. '
30 COIIT 0TldJh
~)(MM)=S(MMAA) + ( i (JE(IM (S i'X) U 1A (!AX ) ((HAJ (MMAA)**K)
i **E) + HigUE ("l ) *', ISE (III) *)lE (M1q)* ( (At )(IM) **Kt **) ) *" ELA X(iMi) /?2 .O
Li( 1) =$(Z)-,(I)
r-tA(1) (.0. (cC(2) + S()I)/(U.(2) +* ( )))I (L () -IJE 1))/( (2)
1-s (1)))
L() 41 M = ,'iMP.A
.I.S(M) = ( (r" +l)- . l))-1 l/ e '0
oETA(M) = (C.eS(i')"(UC(M,+L)-tJE(M-1)))/(UE(Mi)*(S( +t)-S(M-I))
41 wL)I T INUF
C
rtiI' T 4.3
43 iTOHMAf (/, *Ag j 4*,#(M) * ,SS(M)*, 7,*) SC) *,( A,* T' (M)*A X 
1*FLOW (M) /)
LJt) 4b M=lrfi iAX
IHMNT 44i', 9A(r. ) , ' (, , S) (;'l) ,HEFA(i) FLCW (CM)
44 9"HM.T Cr bbF~.125)
45 C, NT j i'*U
9INfr 51 9PILTTF, ALF
451 O /I I o y 9 I E=* 9 tL i 1 Ot X *T T F'a =* 9 t 1 2 . X 9aLi-F = E I.5//)
i', = I
L)J) 33 I = J ,4
YrNJ(l) = i. + (I1] )*i LLT
IF (PIG'fG.rLtc.o') ~SC 10U 3
r (1) = Fh:(I)
C.(I) : l.T
',) T :36
'.5 LN Tl 'UE
hKAU L e,iF ( ) .iHL. TTA(1) ,CS()
3 I 'i)MAT (3E1c.5)
36 (!l,4T l NUE
t' CI) = F(I)
I rl,,'l(I) = ilEi' (1)




-)) 34 I : ; 1i
UF'LCUS(I) = u.O
UFLCS1(1) = ()FLrDS[I)
i (I) = ITE*!riF'Ttl)
34 LONTiNUE
UL 5, I = lN
IF(I) = F (I)/(LF*(leO-(I-.)*)ELt"))
5u CONTINUE
C
C _ VALUATIOiN UF Thn STiEAM FUNCTIUri, FLCI
iLC (1) =FLCw (fr)
rLC(E) = FLC(l) . (F(I)/OLF + F(2)/(ALF*(l.-t -ULL1)))*DELT/eO
uLo 51 I = 3.,,N2
FLC(1) = FL'(I--d + (l (I-2) + 04.*FF(I-1) + FI (I))*t)ELT/3.u
IF' ( ( +1) .GI .O ) GO TO 51
tLC(I+1) = tLC(I.-1) + (FF(I-1) + 4.O*FF(I) + Fi(l)+))*DEL.I/J.0
51 CONTIlNUE.




5. t-ORMA1 (1HI,EX,T*T*,bX,* (T)oOX*TI#F fTA(1) *,,*L II)*/)
0l) 5b I=1 ,N
rINIi 54,1,' (T) ,qTH-T6(1) ,CS(I)
54 i',)HMAT (II5, JFil,5)
5 COiNT IsUt
I = 1
CPS(I)=SFLNIAL( l4,Iff P t C ~ , C P l t C " 2 9 CP 3 9
'
[ (1))
IsONS(l)=sPLiVA (l4 tEMpeVTSCTC19l29V391 (i))
I l(l) CF'b(4)
V SI ) =v rs ( )
LtzLL MOL (LIPh ¢M) 9 *_, I (I) 9Z 9¢N'[wHK), oG)
CMOM/ ) =Cl
CeM(1) = CPI(1) · CS(I)#(CPS(). )-CPI (1))
IF' (CS(1)-leu) tbO,551,51
55l AS( 1) = (S ( I) * wMI)/ (w1S S + CS() I (wMI - wM$))
ATr(j) = l - xbS1)
IF (,I (I) E.e.*.( ) iU IU ts51
u1'(1) = ((L.0 + ((VIS5(l)/VISI (1) )*I *.)* ( wM1/ iM`.)*0*0.2))**?.)/
1 (;.8'28+ ((II + :.S.TS/M I)**91.b))
oUz(1) = ((.0 + ( vI ()/V 1 S(l) ) ** ) (( M 1) **o 25) ) * ) /
I (2'8 ' -" # ( (1. hI + .I /~iM~S) #**n.s) )
vESM(l J. = VL:$S(I)/(1.') + G1?(i)*xT(l)/xS(l)) + SLSI()/( X1 + (21(
I1)*Xs(1)/ IA(L))
ICONM(1) = iCOsl(1)/(l.o( + 14 .o ( 11) *A I I( )/AS () ) + TCUl(1))/
I1(1,0 + 1.065*(21 l)b1)*(1)/AI(1))
v)O TU 55,'
b551 vISM() = visS(1)
ICON",(1) = icniStl)
55,e oioNTli\uE
Il& = Hi L)M( I)vlc M(1) Ut ( ) U (M) (PA (M)   Fi ) F (2 )- (1))/
I (,ELT*( (2.o'S()) ) * * O . b ) )
(, = 1AU/ (bO * HnE( M) U E ( M) *U *UE M))
rI F A T = - C 4 M ( I ) I T E * E ( M ) *r1O ( 1 ) 0 ( RP A M) *) A Lf ( T LE IA ( -
1I H E T 4 ())/ (U T* (2 . 0*b ( M)) b))





ICONMI (.) lC0 iS¢1I)
VISM(,) = VISS(l1
LCM(1) = CPb(T)
NO (1) V M ( I ) *CPF (I) /TCON1 ( I)
KFC = SuwT(rHNC(."))
IREC = EE',-*('TE-ILt(M)) + TE(M)
3rNO = WUT// (PH(u (M) #OLt (M) *CPM (N)'#* (TRFC-THETAW (M) *TTF) )
HRINI 5S6, 1AuCF
556 r OkMAT (//-A *T AU-, ElE5,1 OX,*CF-=*F )
PRINf 557 , 'IPEC,()UUT.,STN0
557 "()MA T(//Y Xg*THE( =#Ei".5 99,#*QUOT-*-eI 5 9X*#5'I'NO=*EX12b//)
_6 (J(INT :,u IL
59 (ONT INUE
o0 5' I = 1,'(
C LVALUATION UF THF THEnMO PROPENTIES OF THE CuMPUNENTS
L)S( f) =SIP\LNVA\ L(i ,rI EtP,HCP,CPiCP2,CP3,1 (I))
I'CUNS (ST)=SPL.4VAL(14 TTIMPCTCTCI TC291C3, 1(I))
v ISS( I) =SL.VAL ( 4,1TE4PV ISCt V VV39, ( ) )
I CON I (I ) = I -UN (1
VLIS ( )= VIS:(I)
C-.---t-VALQIIQON Uo [pti- IhEImU PHOPEHIIES OF IHE MIAIUL
tI =(4MI/eb.t,)**.4b1
F S = (wMNI/e. ,) 461
7 (0JT INUE
Lu() b 8 i 1 '




I"ONi(1) = i{t.i\Sf I)
72 (. T2 3U
7 L( N T 1 NU E
SP'(j) = CPI(])+ CS([)*(CPS(I)-CPfT())
.12(I1) = ((I.'; + ((VISS(l)/VISI(I) )**n.b)*( (*Ml/MS)*# *.2b))**.)/
.I*B4 * ( t i1I * . + .*MS/ h li)**S ) )
UZ? (I) = ( ( C. + ( (I I ( ) /ViS ( I ) *.b) *( ( S/w ) *0i ) ) *? ) /
I ( 2. H2F4* ( (1 * ' * -,lI/wlS) **0) ,5)
AS(1 ) ' (CS(l)*V 4T)/ (,lS + CS(XI)*(WMI-;.VIS))
A (1) = l.*-AS(1l
IF (AI (I) .Ew.(. tu lu il
VIlSMl) = Vi:a- (1/(l.i + G'312(l)*XI(T)/s(I)) +
v II ( I )/(1 +(' (I )*s (DI)/A(I)))
I (ONmI(I) = iC ST)/(1.0 + I.165*,1(T)*(X I (I)/A. ( I )))
+ I Coxl 1I)/( 1. + 1.bit*21 (T)*(Xs ( I /(I) ))
73 L.oiTI1NuL
cALL MOLLtHmqIPl t, l) *2*, I () ,Z,.t9i1 ,PhO ,G)
Ht4qM ( I ) =Ht"1
Mt UOLnf INUE-
C------COMHUTATlO,, (oF ; LOU) HHOPERTIES AT THE o. L . cl.)riE
ICONM(I) = ICO\h3SI)
vlSM(') = VIsS'(I)
(-prl( I) = CHa(T)
1:ALL iOLIi: R(LRFt , rM) Z9 ( ), I Z .Nt I ORH )
(40M ( I) =FrlO
(.)MUt = O ( 1) * I SE( i)
tiC) 6, T = 1 ,94
LF ( |) = H1UN ((1)*VIS? (I)/ (JMIJE
iO ( I) = V I Sr( (i HtM (I) *I FF ( I ) )
RNO (I) = VAI,(i)*CHv(.ii)/TCON'I(l)
60 tONTINUE
C LOMPU 1A I oI OF I:*1E MPI'IA ELELIAENT;
U) 9' I=:qJ.N
LF" r=ALF ( 1 0 i- ( 1-1 iELT)
( I 1 ) - (C.F ( I * (AL **2 ) / (2* (f LT**2. ) ) + L T/(4. O* L ) )
!* ( A L F *CH (i)-FL( (I)-aLrT #( C f ( I +l ) - C H F ( I -1) )/ ( . , , # ttlE T ) -2 *$ , (M )F
?uFLCS ( I ) ) )
C(191,2)=U*v
A(1.193)=Lio
M ( I , 1 ) = F ( i * ( UE( M) ) * ( ALF T 2 . ) ( F ( I+ ) F ( I- 1 ) ) / ( CM ( I) r
1 IF:*4.0*(IlELi**' ,)*777.9)
t(1,2t2)=-(4 J F(IL)*(ALF **2C )/(2*.'*(1ELL*2.)*PN() )+
I (LFT/(4.,d*U-LT))*(ALF*CF(1()/PNO(T)-(ALFT/CeM(!))*
2((CF (I* + ) ) * iP M( ( 1. )/P *FO ( I +L ) -C r F( I - 1 ) # C P M( I- i ) / (. ,)-C ( I. 1) ) / ( 2 ,!)
3*l)ELI' ) ) --F, _ I) -2 . r0#S ( Ml) *D F LCUS ( I) -C RF ( 1 ) # ( CP>i ( 1) -CP I ( I) ) #ALF T* ( CS (
41 +1) -CS ( -1 ) / (Ci, ( I) *Co ( I j 2 CF.I.T) )
A( 1 ?93) = (A.F.T** T-. ) *CHI- ( ) (C PS ( I) CI 1 ) ) ( 'lt_ 14 ( XI+ * 1.) - H' I ( 1-1) 
i/ (CPM (I) *SC') ( I ) (8.) * (UELT**2 ) )
A ( 19 1) =) u
(I1,3,2)=J.v
( I, 3 ) =- (AFIF**?.) *CkF ( I) / (2 O (r)FL T **2 ) *SCN( I))
+* (ALF T / (4. O * IEL T } ) * ([LF L*CRF ( I )/SCNC ( I) F L.C ( T )-,d ou*S (M) *UFL(;US ( I)
-- ALF I* ( C kF( F ( + )/ -CL C N U L( 1 + 1) - ) -CRF ( I- )/SCN ( I- ) / 2,0toLT) ) )
ra ( t I 9 i) =( L.f T**# ,)#*CiF (I)/ (DELT#**?,) + l.T A(M) *
·
( i) +e2.O*S(M)*F I) /D
1 : M)
( 1 1 9 3 ) =U ,* 
)J
(1,3,3) (ALFT**,,) *Crr (I)/(SCNU()) ( D( E L# *?I ) )+ ' S )(M) *F iU)/LTS(t
(1 9 It1 -Al(l)r-' L I !)(ALh'I o*CA F(/(U.LT#**
L (11,2)=0,J
L ( 1 1M) = r ( ) * ( E ) 7 . ) * S F ! E() / tr` CO ) i IW E C ) *2 1 7 9
2u T* (CHF ( I ( f V .) *I C L I (2 )/ N (1r ) *nLI` *C*F I ) +2 O**L (M ) *O P (1 ) / ) I
. ( I 1 ) =A ) I) E I A ) TH I I TH A I 
D...(lta a) =-ALCU4tI)-(FLC -l ALF)Ca F ( I)/ (PN(I) I ) +,F O* L (CRF I .) I( ) 
I+2 ,0S(M)*(()*T1c(ETA(L)) =u,
U ( I * I 9 1 ) =4 ( AL T)II ) 1CF 1 ) i* ( S ( 1 ) 1 II (2LL-*( *I )/
LC +2 * C ) -AF /S TF ( I0.) 
3+Ct\ ( M ( (I ) / U 1 9 2 ) ' ) I (F , i (
t ( 9I , * 1 ) -- A U I , . m )
.( 1 ,1 2 L) =-A- (a L T# ( 2)U *d F I Nl, ( J ) * t T + T L rI * -1 R )
lC 1039 2 ) * ( T ! E ( I R I. r. A ( -L) / (4,,)UI)Ei._2))
3!+(12. 1)0# H$si (I LF { 1) II )S 1 TJA (M)/ u (M)
m(Ilq,1 = tT**.)*C F )*( + -2. () (I- )/
3;lfC(I+9)=-Cu(l (1Ei)- ~)/$SC'F(-) )/(.)LI+t () C ) (
' (.I., 391) - oU




AH(J J)) =?m( T J.K) +A ( I qJL) #H(I-1 9L ,K)
111 CONrU 1 
i uo L 1 T1NUJ=UO 112 -=19.1UAH( I, JK) =-- (T, J,)-4Hrl( I 9 JqK)
11c I (ONT INUE
MI.)JMAH( 1,2, 1) =-~H( 12, 1) *dAH( I,3,3) ,RP {( I,9.3) *#tAH( [,] J)at)JBAg (l, ) j}=j HA~(I929L)*#AH(1i~93 )-.HAI !92,2)DtlH(X,23!)
i JJh A ( 1, i, =- H ( I ) H ( ) ( 3 3 ) +AH M( I, ] 2 3) e*AH ( I , 3 I2)
aI.)JbAH(Iq2g,) =A,.(!I2e!)*iAH(!92)-BAP ( 1 t 29 3 ) * P A H( l I 3 9 X)
I)JbHA ( I d 9 ) ( I 91 1 ) *HAH ( I 9 3 ) +RA M( 1 9 I ) *AH ( 1I 3 9 1
,AL)JA ( 9 J) =( ) ( I!4.* A H +1 *( ! 19 1 .) ( "A* H( I , 3* )
uk IJ J .1 t I 9 = A-I [ 1 * ) ) {A ( I , 3,H3 ) +-H ¢ A h 2I ,/1 3 ) * #AH_  ( 1 2 2, )
ULbAHllurs=Om(iltl)*HAsd(1 e)*dAM(19393)+iAHlflioe)*0f\FH(lreJ)*feAH(
I t 3 ) +b, 1 - 1i ( i 2 t' { 1 )-A{' (' I 9 ~9) 9 *bA,' ( 1 9. * ) '{A H ( 9) 'm,' ( I -i 4AH (
uu) 113 J=Xl,
u!) 113 r=[, 
tArlNV (1 * Jt ) =;AU iHAH ( 1 J K) /Lt.. TU AH
1 13 i)N T INLUE
L'.) 114 J=1.4
tin 114 N=1 t
r'( I J,K) =0
UO 114 L=1i4
r~(ltJK)= n=(i,,lhr, )*Be3mIn,J,uL)*C (Ib,L,~,
114 t.(j0 1.I U0-
uo lZl J=l-1







i.(l ,J,1) = v.()
LI() 123 L=ij
L(IJ,1) = o(I,J.1) + cdAlINV(I,J,I.) *OAGtIL,1)
123 (.uN T 1i"U Lc
124 LONTINUE
C bOLUfION FOn ThE w VECtOrH
"i(N1,l1) = Zon
wr(Nt2t) = IrETA (M+l)
'" ( N9 3 9 1 ) I .i
r (:N) = W (N,,1)
IHETA(N) = W(N,;.1)
tS(N) = 9(N3, 1 )
uO 134 1=1 i9NN
I = N - I
uo 1-2 J=:i, 
nrw( I J I = , .
ui) 132 L= 1 
nr.(IJI) = mW(I.J,1) + r(t,JL)*tJ(T+1,Ll)
132 C()NTINUE
U)O IJ3 J=1lJ
w (1 gJ,ig -I (I .J. I) - NW (I gJ91 )
133 oNIT INULr
r(I) = w*l1,,1)
IETA(I) Z . ,)
sC(IJ) = (I 3.,1)
134 L.ONT I NLJ-
.)OnV( = ( )F( )-f (12) - () +F2( ))/(F(.)f (1))
1F (INOPNCiT , u'l ,) )b0 TU 9rJ
e 21itl Iv A*Cuv\'e
s998 Io)RMHlT (IX 0,CC N'*(=C*,te .5
9 .8 OLT i NJL-
iF (HS ((F (de-F(1I-F2(,e)+t2(1) )/F(2)-F(1))) .LE.O.00 0') GO I') 150




UtL 1J7 1 = N
r(t) = 0,5*(F2(I)+Fl(I))
IHETa(I) = .5*{(ThETA2(1) + THETAl(I))
1(i) = ITL*IHETA(I)
CS(I) = t'5*(C2(1). + CS1(I))
137 I,ONT INUE
C
C tVALUATION u; IHFc Sjlht'M FUNCTIOiNFCL?
C
!)O) 14, I = I 9NN
F' ( I ) = F (I)/ (ALF (1.)-(I ) EL I ) )
140 LO)N1 1 I IU
F i.C(i) = U.3*(FLr" (M) + FLCw( +1) )
LC(2) - FLL. ( I ) + (F (1)/ALF + F(2)/ (ALF *(1. -UEL I))) *DELT/"(!)
I)( 1.1 1 = JNhNJ
- IF .C(l = FLL.(I-' ) (F ( 1-2) + 4..,';FF(i-I) + FF (1))*l)EI /J.u
*rw 1*L7.-.--- ) {^( I C 1 4 1
L.C(I+1) = tLC(I-l) + (FF(1I-1) + 4,0*FF(I) *+ Ft(i+1))*!)ELI/J.O
141 CON T IN l
I.'OQ 142 1 = i rPI
FLC2(I) - FLC(I)
UFLCUS(I) = (FLC2(L)-FLCI (1) )/S()
14c;tN T I vNTl!Ut
I F (lOPHN'T * ,T ) G( T ( 9
999 tO()MAT (;A9eHFJOTiCCE, SALVAIOi0I 1i NEAR*)
90 L'ONT I rUC
W 1TU 56
15u (ONT I NUE
hi) lb0 1=1=i,'4





F /C]'Of = ( (e eCS c r) ) '** e.b) / ('IHO~ (o) *)LJE (M) ((RAV (M) ) KK) )
r(1) = O.u
;/) 161 1 = ¢,NN
OF:IA(I) = EIA(I) - ETA(I-1)
T(I) = fCT.;Tor*,E(tl)*(O1O/ RIIUM(I-1) + IO/RHUM(1))*!'ETA(l)/2,0 +
1 Y ( I-)
161 CONIlNUE
UE rA ( 1- 1 ) =I.cLT/ ( , LF* ( 1. O-YN ( I-1 ) ) )
L' A() =El a(i-] ) + -'ETA(I-i)
Y (I)=nh(M) *FACT(R*((1.o/RHOMiI-1)] .0/ kHOm( 1) *UE]'(I-1)/';.t+Y ([-
1i1
Ut.LSI (1) = ',.
UFLS I (2) - AC TOJ ((tlOE (M) /HOM ()- ( )) + (HOE () /HUM (2) -F (2)
I) / ( I.!-U£LT} ) *U.l T/(2 . O*ALF)
iL)) lb'2 I=3,,*iTl,
UELSI(I) = uiCLS1 I-) + FAC UH* ( (POF () R/HH( I -. ) -F ( I-2) J/{.0
-YN ( .[-2) + +. ( <HUE ) /-1 ) -F ( I- )) / ( 1 YN ( - 1 ) )
+ ( h OE ( . ) /; rO, ( T ) -F ( I ) ) / ( I . - Y ( ) ) ) #*I1 L T/ ( j .o# *LF)
IF((l+l).1) I',r'oJ):;U TC IbL
uELSI(I+* ) -= IEL<ir(I-1) + FAClO^H((~HOE (M)/RHOUIL-1)-F(I-i) /(1o0-
*I (1- i) +. ( OtE ( ii / H O ( I) F ( I ) ) / 1 ) + (P OE( ) /NHOM(
?1+l)-F(l+l))/ (l1. -r4(1+1)))*UtLr/ (3.r*#LF')
I tji -62 Lo)T llt)E
USI!AT (M) = UUSTH rM) + IJELST (NN)
I4-MOl(1) = v,1
IHMOM () = rACTO,-*((F()-F( 1))FF ( ))*F(1) +(F()F(2?)*())/( l.0-)LLr))
1 i)ELt/(2.0*ALF)
U!) 163 1= sIYPoy2
Iri,(10M(TI) I= rIMhMI-;) + FACTOe*((F(*-)-F (I-)*F ( I- 2))/(1*-yN(I-2
1)) + 4.0*(F(I-1 )-F(I-)#F( (I-l))/(l I.0-YN(I-L)) + (F(J)-F(I)* (L))/
2(1.0-YN ( I)))*r)L /(3. *ALF)
1F ((I+1).Iu ,1N,) QO TO 1b3
IHMOM(I+I) = T'Mtl(I-lI)+ FACTOtr*((F (I-)-F(I1-1)*F(I-1))/(i. )-YN(T
1-1)) + +,Oe(F(I)F()L. (1))/(l0-yk(I))  F( )-f( ) (+))/
2(1.0-YN{l 1) ))*U;'LLT/(*.0#ALF)
163 .ON 1 lN)!
if- (4OPh'iT.r.( .C) GO T1O 1 19
PFINI' 1 9 1II9A ( ' )
175 F"MHA r ( i l, 1 .9 1.*:,' =* XA.( M) *.F]In./)
IHI1NI 17h
17 -(!HMA rl ('I9* 9Y( I)#,*1X ' Y() 3XETA ( 1 ) A9:2X ( )  1 ) IhAeAI A T HE T
1 A(l1) *5A9*C (T) 
U(j 181. 1=19,i
PRINT 1 ',I791Yt;(1) ,Y() ,ETA(I) F(I) ,THETA(I) (',CS()
177 rOHMAT (SXt11rt'~.3,fOt:.,JE2.b)
18V 0 CQNl lILJE
179 O NTINUL
(ALL MOLlElirMFtlM),2,1 (1) ?Z.CNIU9-]no )
HOM (1) =KhO
CPM(1,l = CPI(l) · CS(l)#(CPS(I)-CPI(I))
IF (CS(l)-l.U) 310O,30i,3ul
300 AS(1) = (CSi() * siMI)/(WiSS * CS(1) (wMI - t))
Al(1) = 1.0 - AS^ |)
IF (XI(1)EJ.'n. u) GO I J41




u12(1) = ((1.0 + ((VISS(1)/VISI(I))**oIb)*((MI/w)MS)**O.2b))**?.2/
1(2{8284*( (1 + MMS/tl)**0#.5) )
021(1) = ((1, +* ( (VISI )/Vl1SS(1))**O.b)*( (wMS/wil)**q.25))**2.)/
1 (?.82 84* ( 1I* + tMI/qlb) *#,) )
VTSM(1) = VISS(1)/(1.i + G12(1)*XT( )/AS(1)) * VSI I ()/(1. *+ ;21(
II)*XS(1)/AI{l) )
ICONM(1) = ICO !(Sl1)/(1.0 + 1.()6bG12(1)*AI(I)/AS(1)) + ICUNi(1)/
1Il.0 + 1.06**G1l])*xSl)/XI (1))
uo TO 3G2
301 vISM(1) = VISS(l)
ICUNM(1) = ICO( b¢S1)
3 n 2 .) CJT I NUl
IAU = RM )( l()o V I ( I *UE (M) *UE (4) *( A(M ) *K) *ALF * (F)- (I))/
I(01:LT*( ('?. 0(.) *~*#Uo)
.F = TAU/ (O0 *b*h' E (l) UE ( M) *UE (Il))
t1EAT = - TCU'I"i( 1 )*TTE*UE (M)*HOM(l)*(RAL) (M) **#K) *ALF*(THE iA()-
1I iETA() )/( E.I L'T* (;~.u*S( ) )*#,).t))
t'I )4T = -HCAI
CPL=SPLNvAL(49T4,rMPgCPgCeLCP,9C3 9 TF(M} )
ICUNL-SPLNVML(t 4.[EIP I CTC] tIC?-TC3,TE,(M) )
'!NJOU(J) = V±iE(M})*CPE/C0Nt
HEC = r(r 
INEC = HEC*(ITE-rE(M)) + TE(M)
,r3NO = U,! )O/ (.,0h O (M)#drc (Ml) *CHI (iN) (TNFC-THF T ,w (M) T ) )
aw (M) =1 RE
il'OTT (M) =UOUT
r IN(rO T (M) =STI' U
PLCH I (M) =k'P
iF (PN'RNT.' T..:i) (0i Tt) 30j-J
~WIN1 3UO69TAj, F
3n6 hINMArT(//9X,*TJU-*EE12.b 1X'* CFt =El?-.)
-'RINr 3U7 9 [E(..(JUUTSTmT}
,307 riRMAI (//9X,*TNLCt=*EI ,- . 5~9X9*UUOT=*,El.eSg9xA*srNo=*E I -l2'.//)
I.INI 3rOUArULST (';,) TIHMOM (NN) IUST'F' fM)
3ob eOHMT (9Xg*E.LST'--*:Ll.,.bdXg*THMMUM=*tFle.5oXoU1lA'=*gEl,'.//)
30f79 LyNT l,,UE
u(L 280 I=h'1 J(
iF(I) = F({)/(aLF*(1.U;-(I-l) JEL1)f ))
29 i (LONTINUL
'LC(1) = U' **(FLr' 'tM) + FLCK(I'I+ J)
ILC(2) = FL( 1) +. (F(I)/ALF +' (~)/(ALF*( i .- IEL I ) ) ) *iEL T/ .u
UO) Z'.'] I=JgmN~'..
rLC(l = FL.(CT-?) + (Ft (i-') + 4.. ,FF(I"-) + FC( [)) * 'fELT/J.U
IF ((CI+C1).I.N),f=O rC1 Bi
rLC(i+l) = ILC(I1-I) Cl-i) ) + 1  4. * FF (I) + F1' ( 1+) )*iELI/J
281 LONT I INUL
U)o 2 c' I = i, Nh
UFLCOU(I) = (FLCl )-FLL I() )/J.)S()
282 CO)NTINUE
Ut 29O 1=1,u
1i (1) = F(I)
IHETA (I) = [HE' (I)
LSI(l) = CS(I)
tLC1(I) = FLC(1)
I (1) = ITa l itE [ tI)
290 CoJ()TIJNUE






C******************** ** ***************************4*4 * ****** ***************
C* ACCEPT5 AND LtAVES UNALTLHEU.,. .
C# N = NUMBc- CF POINTS-I (CU1k-ENTLY nIMENSIL)Nt.U FO-0H 3') pfS) .
C# X = IN)EHENODK I VaHiA'LE AkHAY *
C* F = UEPE,iUFINT VARIAdLL ARHAY *
C* HOI1H X AtD F MUST BE L)IMENSIONEf) A5 THFY AHt IN THIS MUUTINF*
C* PRJI)UCES AND) METUh.,S TFiE PARAMETEr(S 9,IT,1 
C* PANAMETERS OF SPLNTHP CHAHACTERIZE TPE ItIERPOLAilal NhATURAL :PLINE*
C* Ft, lCIoC TI S(X) 
C





I (I)=(F (11+ )-F (I)) / (X (1+.1)-K(I))
.!: 2 J=1 9\U
UL (J)=6.r(( (F (J).F' (J+e)) )/ (K(J)-A(, J+;) )-t((J) )/(^A()+2)-X(J+i) J
LU),4-=X (J+?) -A (J)
AA (J) = (X ( J+ L ) -A (.))/IUJl1
bt (J) -2. 
2 (j ((J) A (J+c)-A (* ) )/OuM
L.LL THI SLA-V (ti1,'\ tedoj uq9UI) 9Z)
4 (,OqP) =0.)0
L (1) =0 , 0
UO) 3 K=,I'
I (n)=(Z(K+1)-Z(r,) )/( ((+1)-XK) )6.e)
, (,+2) =H ( 1)- r(1)* 9(( X( )- (1)) ##k 
C K(N*Z)r=U(1)
r(NP) =R(rN) + (A (1F)N -X(r) ) * (Z (N)/2. +T (r!)*','0* A( (iqP)-X ( .) ) )
SUBHUIINE bLV( ALHA TAMMALTAUHN
C 5USB()U[lt'E lRI LV(R4L hAt~Tu, GAMMAUELTAZ ,
L) IIMENSIUtJ', ALPHA (-,9), htL[A(d9) 91ELTA(29) (iAMMA (9) Z (31,)
C
,i.~=N- ].
iF (2Z,.GTNU) GO rtO 3
uo I1 1=29'rJu
wi.,uM= (ALPrHA ( I)) ) / (-ETA ( I )-1) )
tsETA ( I)) =bE I A (I D) -(U),UI(bAMMA ( DI-I)
I UFLTA (I )) =I)tLLT A ( t i) -JUM*ELT A ( I0-1 
3 L. (N) =DELT A (lU) / b; TA ( rU)
IF (?.GT.NU) b(U TU 4
L)0 2 JU=2 ,i',J
JI = N'JI,
JI l=Jl+l




-_~ HtJNCTION SPLNVJLNtAgFgHZT, AHQi) 
C********** ******* ******************************************************
C# HEIU RN$ THE VAL(l: ",F )(AHG) #
C
UlMEtSi'SION X(jO)'F(30) H(' 1)jL(3U),T(30)
C
C M'UST FIRST LdECK TO SEE IN WH4T Ii.TFRVAL AP( LIL.
INv4=N + I
IF (A(1),LEr AP(;.) GU TU 4
bPLNVAL=F ( ) +R (N+2) * (AHG- ( 1 ) )
6OU TO 99
4 iF ( ({NNJ) .I1 ,AHr;) GJ TU 
bPLNVAL= F (uJ) + tNN) * (AHI(X (NjJ))
0O TO 99
5 D)O 1 I-= \I  N
ICNT=I
IF(X(I).GT.AHG) GO TO 2
I .-IONT INUE
2 IVAL = ICNT
VALI==IVAL -1
L=Z ( IVAL1)/2. /.0( T ( VALI ) * (AJs+ (VAL -. X ( IVAL[ ) )
v4L=VAL*(ARU-X ( 1uAL)) +H(IVALl)
v AL=VAL * ( AR-X ( , aL 1 ) ) +F ( I VAL i )
ZoLNV 4L=VAL
'" 'Li.)!J T i (iJE
H- TUHN
.J L)
- t)HR(L)UTINE iiUL ".El -!(Mo iYOPJ 9TtZ(i." OeAMlMA)
C ,'CPT=O LOOnr J VH US dASEt) ONJ P 0h[) H
C I)0IJ'r = 1 LOUI\ (JF i-140PS rIASEu O'l P hmP) S
C uPT=?2 LOO1\ !F PROPS OASr:l 01\1 i;hl ) T
C ,(,IPT=3 LOUK ,ItP H-()PS dASEO ON H Ar4C S
LJMENSION r LP ( 3' r20) 9 MZ (3 3,e') , TT (33,90) , Z'r (J e0) (,AmE ( J., ?0) ,
' LvI [H O (3 J9O .'F LF :l (660 ) qHZ) (6bU) , rTC (660() ,;ZT0 (boO) ,-,En() (boo) 9
2 t r o ( O6) LF 2 U ) , tL( 3 3 ) ,EN T C V(2U33) ,F L V(2), 3)
t. IrJIlVALElNCE(tLPU.FLH) , (HLZ(),HZ) , ( TC,'T'T) * (ZToZl ) * (GArjn'E09GA"1L) ,
] (! NTJRUOFNrhKU)
uTrA POCIOHgCqt.O,(^SHALENOCp/2lltp.3.4i1!tbbtll7,34bbe36,
lj2?.25b3.3bte.3 ·2  is339. 5,i, .28Jb6/
I.OiMMN()/F L Aj/ I G E r, L I F P
LlMMUN/CH r\/ JI 
lt)t:AL=O0
-I.=1MMA1 
F ( IZE(U33) GL T) 5




IF'(K.c(.,; I ) u I0 2





h n iL ( I ) =HZ ( I, | )
'.),) I J=j,Jt
NTHOv (J, 1) =tAiT' C(I. J-J+ I)
1 '.LPV(J,)--FLP (I, IZ-J+1)
5 IF(NOPl.EIQ.,) (iGo TO 4U
tL=ALUGl ((P/eI..) + i).
iF (NUPT-1) 1(,20,30
10 IF(H.LT.100) (,U TO 1U0
ZLLL DINT (,n zL.LTPL 0ILPZL IZ,,J ,TeTTTEfj T ,,ii;AM:A ,(jAML)
IF (Z-.2222Ej ) 11 12, 9 
j P4o= P/(U2.*53.15*L,*#[)
uO TO 50
lOU iF(H.LT*.f) 0.0 Tn 12
=H/(Cp
ol a= (CHoH*'ALVu ;n (H/HO) -ALO0l O (P/PU) ) ALEF+bUk
O() TO 50
12 IFP=l
I I.) E AL = I
uO To 50
20 IF(PL.LT.FLLZ(1)l GU TO e2
10 21 J=2/JL
iF (PL-FLPZ(J) )2 N3,T202,21
21 LONT INUt
212 iF(S-ENItu(e,,J) ) 205,d04,204
203 .I(S-FNTu(e,,J-1 )) 20),eU)4,204
204 C4LL UINT(S$,lql1r',H,'/,PL,FLPZ, JIZJZ,TI TZTl,1,Gt;4'A,GAMF)
IF(HN-.e22.L*J0) 11922,9







30 IF(1.Lt'*419. ) ('( TO 301
CLLL uINr (T, IT~T. HZ, PLFLFLPZ9 JZ, zYTeSENIHU, I ,(AMMA, 9ME)
IF (H- ·27 ;+o ^ ) 1 t 931, Jl







40 IF(H·LT.100.) 6u TO 401
,ALL UINTI (s,F'T -iOV,0PLtFLPVHHHL ,J7,I y )
i (PL-.2222t+30) , 19429 4
41 IF(PL·.G.I2.o9897) 6C '10 44
~=l 0 ##(PL-l U·) 711 6
'I)i TU 1 l











UalA (FLPL(J),J=1,20) /6.3010J, b6.6997, 7,n, I..01U3, 7,0e997, R.
lu, 8.301nd, 19.0,97 , 9 ,0, 9·.jJl3, 969Y97?, 10U.0 10.3010J, 10.698
2979 ~? , 11 *·311. 3 J, 11,69897, 1,.O, 12.30103,1,,h 9897/
UATA TIO(L),L=1,?04)/ 0., 419, 834+-,169l6, 2339.,303d.,33478.
lJ84+8 ,UZ5 ,4175. 94320. 4468 ,4t00 ,4880,514. d? 730. ,623d* ,e565.,
2083b. 7005, 7155.9,7270., t380. 73, 79I11 , M1l00 , o 26e. 841U. 8568.,
37123.,8900.,9140. ,9450·, 0, 419., 834,9161b.,e339. ,303d.,3517.,
4J907 ,4130· ",300. ,4460946 00. 99415)4 .9,94409 0 ,5, 760. ,630U. 67n5.,
50;84·, 719b·, /35D. ,749U., 7 596. 927.Z ,H17"~. ,P37 4 , 55t). 87 ld 88 78 ,
6VO54. ,9Z50, 9490, 9780,U 0., 419, 8R34*,161b·,2339.,303e·. 3546.,
7j9b4. ,4' 24 , 390. 4563. ,4708. 94· 65 ,5060, 534b ,5775, 6350U 6195.,
8 Io)·2, 7JV3·, 7&4o5. ,7b4, 7??72, 8125·, 8388·, 8595, t~7?4., 99509 9135.,
993d4.,9520.,9750..1UO3U. 0., 419., R3'+ 83eIlb.1 ,33 ., 303·,43571.,
14035·,429b, 94O 0U.·,4669,94830*94990o,518U, 45b0,9589-9,645096870·,
2/218, 745U. 9'7h40, 779u0., I70. 8323.,8R6+4.,827.9901d,, 919405.,
3S94. ,9718. , 1003n.,103J0., 09, '+1q., 834+,116lo.,i39'4.,303e. $35R6,
44100 9441 , 630.9 *461b94985. 5150o. S340.,55b94,b990. 649d. 6995.,
513D3, 7 62U. 9 7840. ,8015. ,d1 72., 8Y57e , Rt1 , 915U · 3 , q57(>·,97A5.,
69963,0lO18O*, l4i+u.,10130,O·, 4+lg9 83'+.,161 0,3 e3:]3.91,30".,3596,
7410+ I 4·,*8,+9473~. 4930 ,-tblO0 57o. S48U s 5724 ·,O 50.65,u. 7050.,
814 70.,760.9 000. 819U., 334. 8811. ·9144e941U. ' 64d6., 94b.
91006U., 10eSU. , 10 100.,uOl740. 1104u ,n0. ,41'. ,834., 1t1'. ,2339. ,30:32./
UAIA ([TO(,(L) LZ5,~400)/3619., 4208.,455b.,4R2',,,040.,5240.,5410.,
:)610.,5b72. bl5.. , 6650. 7165. 7546,790. ,8150. e355. 853 *,9036,,
2Y414.9o5t.~9Y2,.QlulaUllJ38U.910590,910820,91lO2.l40u.9 0.,
3 419., 34. 161h. , 2339 iJO32. ,3b33 ,4259 4 55o 960.,520t-95408.,
4340.,554UebO6b.964 50.,gb?9O0,72d50.772eg.8S95.93O'6.960U.9t725.9
593?89,9756.91006noglO·bOo,105·OogltIO800.911040.,11300.91159,
611l809* 0.9 419.9 834t91616.*2339*30o32*936f4Oo93t00-475U*950h60)
7~3 3,3.,555UogD7t5. ,59U. *622SebOH,690u .973[O,9Z13(iSEI2 .'8520
P8ibO. ,9g0 ,g630( ,1004O., 1037'" 10660 ,1090 ,i1180. 114ZU.
1l'U·8Jll~ 1 .. 291 ,u., 41,9,, H34. ,1610,3 33,,b.9033 , 59303 *43143.
lUATA (T.5150;,(L) L45,590)/339., l 306153? 63 ,44 48,5, 47b.795836.9
12350'0, Hb45Uo,95b7 .,l700 ,97304.*97350.,8O904.91,,848.943,911550,
313960.,14131., 0., 41049., 834. 1iU16.?0,,, 834.,31,.5433Y3.,403,.93650.,
&v {21S 4 8R0,*52 S.,559 68~Oe tAJe,0l35~be,662e OO.,?725U. 60.,
612OI90.'141u.,912450.,IEgi)J*O,1U300.41. 834.9,8316b. 6.339. 303036,54.
744 i3.J5o,5 .,~O~.,6U3e.,tb474.,b6J.6715 ,hO48 e.,180.,814U.,8500.,
7339h .,44303.494S.,19I.,3 tb.,b79., lb6e.,I0.9.o1,,.7340.7bAb., 
8?108.98270.q'S-i'74.,9 . 99 5., 8D ,wIo. u.lnO1O,J /O,,1150.,1il70.,
9A~O2u.9l~blu.,I~:~OoJiJA.gA1J34DOo,1384uO, U 41~,, 83"*9lblo./
UATA (T. O(L),3 .L=4,5.902).5/Z 439 n.303,365.5,4.,940.i.9547u.,58398.,
]ul 5oo). 7,450U0., U73b, U, 7t 9l,73r0., 940 I80uO. rI43U. 9 IO. 9 .,1gbO02
2 1o3o2,Ua<'0O° 9 14 97o 0,l 9 *8 .eUItt~630o 1.3 .,* 3,13d 0el]IU°.,
3139.,o,18431u., 1., 419.3 834.,2131.,9 339e,3132,3641. ,,444. 51' 0.,
4D%4e,5197i". 1 "I,665.9 ,50. ,?[O ,7 75b, O. ,9Ql U., 75,865o, *910.0.
0 3 46 S b * .9 6 8 4 . 9 1 1) 9 I1 5! . 1 1 98 ' 34 1 8 ° ) * * 4 23 1 2 0 2 i * 9 7 8 7 U * 1 3 L 0 ° *i 
7b4dU3.U802j ,, 0 ,6900.*,047 4,( 30.,715U0U., e 0 I., I-0in , 1 85I0.,
8u.TA TO,93 L) ,L97I .,1 (O U t) 140+. I5t,7o. I1260. IEn. 1:3.30U 13,
351.49. 1494 (Io 1 124O7I.209, 1 U. 2 b 1.4 73 .1 1 78 2,9 dlZO . l 4U 1 91 .
4 431 ]3461b.91339 .,233E.4.,4,Jq.,004 o517U 5e,.6446 .97SU.97U0.
51356. 968  /., ' e171.0 * I .o .9 1 40,9I748 ' Ue 1 v. * 13oo. I 9 1 Io.,
9XiA8'00,10 YU.,11 ~40,lf0o., (13630.9]440U.b,]55 .,l'jiO,9oldll oo/
Oi lrA (  T 0)(L; t 1 ,L O b )/l 1 bO . 17,I7 I * Z) . 752 b) , I 0., ",,41. 9 3 9.,
llh16.,2339.tjO32.93t54.4~45.9S511¢io,*774.9~3H~.9693b.,? 4u.97905.
2i352, .4875,.915b . 957.9199eO .17i400.*j;d76, .91u1I,, 1 l630I .93J46,o
4 419.. 834., l911616.9331 ·91 ,3 3432.654 1 744o,9 I51] ,V .*,79 I.44U°,7U0.9 
57SdU. ,Sg9.O I.90 1S90 4 .0 9490. g ): I I 37. I I 1°u U. I I W I 1 ( 96I0. 20
612o060·,A35~u.1 l4?lO;.gllu4lO,,]714,Joq4( 777u°,i~JoO.9~ltO.,
4122. 1j97 t I - f.1 9 1 . . 12 O 1 .8, 1 J 7d o I . C)2 , 1 . 114 *, }1 7*1 . .u II *5 t 1 .609.11.1ibo l.l2,1Il i.1Il. JlIl,97,l.aa1,2i. 23t/I.237 1.2 9,lE26
3lcSt17 347 . ! 1 0 i 1. 9 611.411,1 4 ,1-6 4 8 I A.1
51.214,X.192i35l,234914.2g0e ,U9 91.~g,.jS 39A~91,o4 1,5ioS l.580I
9A.6-,1.779.1 *229 I .341 * 1*955171.0691.0139 1 .3%J 2, 4UJe+lqj.ofuq 534,
X11,97,Je6t1,7q9 1.7~,ie 18519.1.qo9,Yll.U%1Ale!. 1)J# eOD1,081,@
21.109191.449, I e 1 .ldI,21197,I,~,1.2 1 O,2 IZ .2;9,13r,l_5bl1.264,
31, 27/bl.3J7o 44] 91 I.4 il 576491 39al.69l1. 7t I 91,?29lBv*).v9I,
51.2lbl.2a31·.E a,~vl.vu9.1 S l.73,l,331,i.jO~,l.VbUb l.SlUl,582,
7 1 @12 0 t 1 .14 4 *1.1 o~~b 6t1*1d d d 1 .2 01 *1 *21 1d1.220b1.Z .25°*1.269
P 1 .;32 t t .3 6 b1 .4 4 9 9 *5 1 S~1 h61 91.S7491.t 70 1dt 
9I. U l ul I.O21.,}4;l.Oo:,loO8,lo1121. 1 Jtl.lbO lolmIltlsl'91.206/
UATA (ZlO L),L=2:O,50U)/l.EIS,1.226,].27,1.Ž4,,A.23,h1.3i 'I.37R,
11.439,i.5 1U, I.5bl.I62,I.b 8 7,l.? 48,1.hd,l.lb,Il. o,,II.O ',l.11 7,
21.O37,1. IObHl.0 .l1 04,i.128I. 1.152,1.172,1.l9U,..I llo2111.22'~,
31. 321.244,i1.25, l.313l.*372,1o431,14.2,1.~5,4 l61h,lobl/l.738,
51. 14,1 4, 1.19 7, 1 2 u ,1 21I 1, .1b 2 2 1 I 240, I . . 3t , | . 3 * , 4 2 4,
6i.484,1.545,1.boA0 1.6 91.?i72791. 17,.449,7*1.U,1.OO (,l.olelr,26,
71 04bl1.)elt,,1 ,l.11u,1.331,.,1541.l?73,11i d·l, 0O,1.211)1.220
81.432 1 ,I* 5 1 ,97 , 1.33 1. 4123, 1 .472Il,. 1 7.3tI 8 0 I2 * 21u9 2770,
91.82t,, 7*1,, l 1.t Ol,1.0U9,,1.O221. 040,1.utb,l.,Oul.101,l.l el.144,
11.164.1.lbog1ib19tl· .'n4*1.235,PJ227,1.23891.28991l.34"191.4ttl.4629
21,52t,21.5b,6 1.6t4 ,91.0 ,1.757,1.ss12,71.0,1.U040,1.nj07,1,017,1 .o34,
3 1* 5 2 * , * . 1 52 9 I e 4 7 2 I . 1 9 I 1 * 1 3 l 9 j.1t2 I(I r 1 ·1 9 7 . 1 *2 o ? *U 1 . 2 1 9 .,0 1 01 ,1.091. 11',C, .  .3b~l.i14, 1.112,1.1 ,i. 97, .20,1
41.i31, 1.2b I 1.33 , 1r.3 ,1.452, 1*5] .0 1059 1.569,1 . 1.685 * 1 ,l r99.
57*Ieo~jok1314 J. , 1 J 9 , *1v4891.537, 1, 9 Iofi'I, 1 02 1I75991 * 1 l401#I.0 ,l.009J3,1UO 1 1',A . , ,O,1.  1,1 .9 1, 1.1 4, .I/,I.402,
61.15991.114,1.* I ,I 91 9 1 *2 1 I 1 *,l, 1 . 2 1U I . 3 .1 .3 *4 1 494
7i.5521,1.60,91.eL3, 1.2d,1,.1 ,77,?1.. 0,l1.b2.,1.'U 1 ,3,1,.b , 1.037,
al.o,0s l.Onll.Og~l.llsl.l~,l2l a,14.]el.l7llUl,l.2uObl.~13
912.bl1.l,3141.41,1 4I 4,1 . 81 .53 ,1.59 ,1. b 5 94 1 * 7.4 1 9 0* . O/
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LN(;)
- UBtRUUT 1iE U Ir4r ( . AXT f T 1 LZZ T ,MLNL Y2 YT' _Y3 Y3lL§:Y IL YLT4) mm--
OOUHLE INTEHPVLATlrN LrnONOUrIN--. IF TL=-1 THE SLCONJD NOEPLtNUENT
VAHIABLE IS NUT CU.01SIA1I WITH THE FINS1, (THE kAeNGE OF THE ELU0NI)
IS NOT THE SAME AT EACH VALUE OF tHE FIRS I)
UIMENSIUN LI(h4L),At (WLHL) ,YTI(MLd h),Y[2(Ml ,NL),YT3(ML, NL)
UIMENSION -YI,+(VL,NL)
1F(ZZ-ZT (1) )d02,Q01, u1
801 IF(IL.F1) GO rTn 803
1FIXX.L1.XT(1,1))(0 TO 802
803 0O 800 I=1,NL
L:I
LL=I-1




902 HATIP=(ZZ-LI (IL) )/(LT(L)-ZT(LL))
IF(IL)1111,i111i1113
804 UO 904 J=lilL
LM=J
LLM=J- i

















913 CUNT i ltE
uo TO 80?
912 Y1=Y'1(LM9LL)-HArIP*(YTI(LM,LL)-YTI(LM L))
-2=Yl2(LM9L-.)-HTTH* ( Y T 2( L Mt L L) - Y T .( MtL))
T.3=Yf3(LMeLL)-HA'I IP*(YT3(LMLL)-YT3 (LML))




911 ATI0=-(AX*-,i (LL, iLI/(A1 (LML)-A T(LL.,tLJ)
Y4=YI1(LLIML.L)*+k:TIU*(Y-TI{LMtLL)-YTI!(LLMLl))
YS=YI (LLML)+AI1IO*(fYl1(LML)-YTI(LILML))
r 1=Y4-RArlP* (Y4- Y5)
Y4=YT. (LLMLL)+kT IU ( YTe(LfLL)-YT (LLMLL))
)5=yrP(LLMtL)+IATIt*(Y[2(I. MgL)-YT,?(LLMgL))
r=Y4-RATi P* (Y4 5)
14=Y (LLrLL)+k : .T I*(Y13(LMgLL)-YT3(LLMLL))
YS=Yi . (LLML) +,A rIo*(Yr3(LML)-YT3 (LLMtL))
Y1=Y4-RAT lP ( Y4-v , )
t4=YzYl'(LLMlLL)+i T lu* ( T4(LM,LL) -YT4(LLMLL))
S=Yl 4(LLH L) +kA IO* 14 LM L) - YT4(LLM L))
YE=Y4-RA1 iP* ( Y4-yb)




IF (XA-XT (JeL)) I .. 91 7 9'1
918 CONiTINUE
uo TO Bv?







T7=YT2(LLML)+thATTU*(Y r Z(LML)=-Y T2(LIML))
Y9=YT3(LLMf4L)+h*TI#*( r [3(LML)-YrTI(LLML))
Y,)=Yf4(LL(,L.)+HATIUo*(YT4(LML)-YT (LLML))
1114 UO 921 J=1,iHL
LLM=J-1








919 HATIl=(AA-XI (LLM.LL))/(XT(LM,LL)-XT(L M'LL))
Y=Y[rl (LLM,LL) +N, IU(YTI (LMgLL)-YTl(LLMgLL))
1T=Y1 2 (LLMLL) *1 r TI rT, (LMLL) -YT?(LLMLL))
YH=YT 3 (LLM9LL) + TIU* (YT(LMLL)-YT3 (LLLMLL))
Yn=YT4(LLI49LL)+H TIU*(Y1',(LMLL)-YT4(LLMgLL))
925 Y =Y,-HAT P* (Y4-V5)
=-Y o-HAl PN (Yb-¥7)
Y =Y-y-HATp* (y ,-,,' 9 )
YE=Y-RAT 1P* (Y- Y.i)
F TUHNr
_ UPiHHUTINE Uli[r.I XA,X[t,Y1,YT1,ZZZTgMLgNL)
C UO()ULL.E INTFHPUL4AI I N Si.UOUT[NFL.
[,LM)IN(SION ZI (NNL) ,X[(/L9L) YT (MLKL.)
iF(ZZ-ZF(i) )02,U:01:A;!1
H8A IF (XX-XI (19 1))bUO;j98%33veOJ
802 I' 1=*,222E*3u
HF' I'U~N
803 L)) 18,,, l=l1-
L=!
LL-I-1
IF (Z--Z T ( I ) J '/ . c4O9 8OU'
80O CONT I NUE
u a) T u A{u~
902 HATIPI=(ZZ-LI(LL))/(ZT(L)-ZT(LL))
u(O TO 1113
804 Uu 904 J=glML
LM=J
LLM=J-1
1F (XA-XT (JqL)) 9qf)1,'Ct ,9Y()4
904 i()NTINUL
(.) T(; 8J?
s n9, AIIO=(-x-x"I (Ll.r.i.L )/ (AT(L.,,L)-XI 'LLML.J) 
¥l=YI1(LLiI..) +t T10#( 1 (LtL) -YT1(I L9L) )
9n6 Y I=Y T (LMLJ
HM I URN







tu TO 11 4
916 ATIOU=XA-Xli(LLML))/ (AT(LrML)-AT(LLMgL))
'5=Y]l(LL-L)+iATIUO*~(Y'l(LML)-YTI(LLMgL))






92U 4+=Y IY1 (LM, LL)
00" TO 925
919 HATIO(AA-XI (LLM LL))/({XT(LMLL)-XT(LL''LL))
t4=YI'1(LL,_I1LL) +A 'IIO*(YT1(LMLL)-Yr(LLMgLL))




The output for the real-gas code includes the flow condition from
each region of the flow-field model, the geometry of the shock waves and
the expansion waves, the heat-transfer distribution along the second
wedge (i.e., the wing leading-edge), the boundary-layer velocity profile
and temperature distribution profile, and boundary-layer parameters. The
units for a particular parameter in any region will be the same as the











- free-stream velocity (ft/sec)
- free-stream static pressure (lbf/ft2 )
- free-stream temperature (OR)
- free-stream density (slugs/ft3 )
- free-stream stagnation pressure (ibf/ft2 )
- free-stream stagnation temperature (°R)
- free-stream y
- free-stream enthalpy (Btu/lbm)
- free-stream molecular weight ratio
Output for the flow condition in region "I", where I = 2,3, or 6 includes:
U1 - the velocity
PI/P1 - the static pressure ratio
TI/T1 - the temperature ratio
RHOI/RHO1 - the density ratio
PI - the static pressure
TI - the temperature
RHOI - the density
PTI - the stagnation pressure
TTI - the stagnation temperature
HI - the enthalpy
ZI - the molecular weight ratio
GAMMAI - the y for the particular region
DELTA - the change in flow direction from one region to the next
THETA - the shock wave angle
The output for the flow conditions in the expansion from regions 4 and 5,
where I = A, B, C, D, or E (i.e., the five subregions) includes:
UI - the velocity
PI - the static pressure
TI - the temperature
RHOI - the density
HI - the enthalpy
GI - the effective y for the particular region
NUDIF - the difference between the total change of the Prandtl-Meyer
angle in region 4 and the total change of the Prandtl-Meyer
angle in region 5 (should be zero so that flow in region 5e
is parallel to the wing)
Output of intersection points include:
INITIAL POINTS ON BOW SHOCK WAVE, i.e., the origin of the coordinate
system, or the nose.
WING INTERSECTION POINT, i.e., intersection of the two wedges.
BOW SHOCK: WING SHOCK INTERSECTION POINT, i.e., the intersection of
the shock of the first wedge with the shock of the second wedge.
Next Five Points - the intersection of the centered expansion fan
with the wing leading edge.
Last Five Points - the intersections of the reflected waves with the
inboard shear layer.
Output listed for the interaction region between the left running and right
running expansion fan waves includes:
U4rW - the velocity
P4IW = - the static pressure
where "I" = A, B, C, and D.
The output for the subregions between the inboard shear layer and the shock
waves between the shock layer and the free stream include:
THETA - shock wave angle
x - x-coordinate point of the intersection of the shock waves
of two adjacent regions (in.)
y - y-coordinate point of the shock waves intersection (in.)
v - the velocity
P - the static pressure
T - the temperature
R - the density
H - the enthalpy (ft2/sec 2 )
G - the effective y for the region
The output for the viscous-region subroutines is tabulated under the title
"OUTPUT DATA" includes:
M - station number in x-direction
PE(M) - Static pressure at the edge of the boundary layer
THETAE(M) - temperature ratio (Te/Tte ) at the edge of the boundary layer
UE(M) - velocity at the edge of the boundary layer
URENOE(M) - unit Reynolds number at the edge of the boundary layer
REXINT(M) - Reynolds number at the edge of the boundary layer inte-
grated over the distance from the origin
X(M) - distance along wing leading edge (ft)
S(M) - transformed x-coordinate
DS(M) - step-size of S(M)
BETA(M) - velocity gradient at the edge of the boundary layer
FLOW(M) - stream function at the wall used to indicate mass injection
PTE - stagnation pressure at the edge of the boundary layer
TTE - stagnation temperature at the edge of the boundary layer
ALF - coordinate transformation parameter
The next page of output is the initial boundary-layer profile for the first
x-station. The output that follows is at each of the next (M-1) x-stations
and includes:
M - station number in x-direction
X(M) - distance along wing leading edge (ft)
I - station number in y-direction
YN(I) - transformed n-coordinate (see Ref. 11), n
Y(I) - physical y-coordinate (ft)
ETA(I) - transformed y-coordinate, r
F(I) - velocity profile in the boundary layer
THETA(I) - temperature distribution profile in the boundary layer
CS(I) - mass fraction of the stream species
TAU - skin friction (lbf/ft 2) )
CF - skin friction coefficient
TREC - recovery temperature, OR
QDOT - heat transfer rate (Btu / ft -sec)
STNO - Stanton number
DELST - displacement thickness (ft)
THMOM - momentum thickness (ft)
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APPENDIX C. - SOLUTIONS FOR A SINGLE WEDGE CONFIGURATION
It has been noted that the local heat-transfer rates along the "wing
leading-edge" (which were nondimensionalized using a current shuttle de-
sign parameter) increased significantly with velocity. The velocity de-
pendence which has been found in the present study of the Type VI shock-
interference pattern had been found in previous studies of cones (work
done at the Johnson Space Center) and of wedges (work done at the Univer-
sity). Using procedures similar to those described previously, theoretical
solutions have been obtained for a single wedge configuration with a 300
deflection angle. The solutions for the three flow conditions of the
main text:
Condition 1. - U = 1167 m/sec, P. = 2.98 mmHg, T = 530K
Condition 2. - U = 4330 m/sec, P = 0.333 mmHg, T = 2730K
Condition 3. - U = 7610 m/sec, P. = 0.0268 mmHg, T = 1950K
are reviewed briefly in this appendix.
The heat-transfer rate at a point 0.30m (1.0 ft) from the apex is pre-
sented in Fig. C.1 as a function of the free-stream velocity. The local
heating has been divided by the theoretical heat-transfer to the stagna-
tion point of a sphere whose radius is 0.30m. The nondimensionalized
heat-transfer rates increased by approximately 40% over the velocity range
considered. The increase in heating with velocity for the single wedge
is not as great as that observed for the double-wedge configuration which
produces the Type VI shock-interference pattern. For a given velocity,
the difference between the perfect-gas and the real-gas solutions is rela-
tively small.
Other flow parameters are presented in Table C1. The pressure ratio
across the oblique shock wave, the temperature ratio, the density ratio,
the entropy increase, the shock-wave angle, and the effective gamma of the
C-1
C-2
shock-layer flow. The relatively high density ratio which occurs when the
real-gas effects are accounted for results in a thinner shock-layer for the
real-gas solution. Thus, the effective gamma and the shock-wave angle are
smaller for the real-gas solution. However, for a given flow condition,
the pressure ratio for the perfect-gas solution is approximately equal to
that for the real-gas solution.
Also presented are the theoretical value of the heat-transfer rate to
the stagnation point of a sphere whose radius is 0.30m and the entropy in-
crease across the normal shock for the assumed stagnation point. Note that
the ratio
2 1 St,ns 1
1s S1 
i.e., the increase of entropy across the oblique shock-wave divided by the
increase of entropy across a normal shock-wave, is approximately 0.5 for all
three velocities. The constancy of this ratio suggests that the mechanism
which produces the velocity dependence of the nondimensionalized heat-
transfer rate is not related to the shock-induced entropy change (which
relates to the shock-wave strength). This question is relevant because the
heat transfer for the wedge flow (which passes through an oblique shock) is
divided by the stagnation-point heat-transfer for the sphere flow-field
(which passes through a normal shock wave).
Table C 1. - Flow parameters for a 300 single-wedge configuration
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Appendix C: Figure 1. - Effect of free-stream velocity on the dimensionless heat-transfer for a wedge
whose deflection angle is 300. T = 394°K
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